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Executive Summary
An evaluation on the Eighth in the East (EITE) project has been conducted to
determine the extent to which the EITE project team has delivered and fulfilled
the many planned outcomes and outputs proposed in their Heritage Lottery Fund
(HLF) bid. The evaluation has looked to also understand what the team has done
well and where improvements would have benefited the EITE project and the
outcomes and outputs delivered.
The EITE project was initiated to research, interpret, celebrate, promote and
preserve the history of the 8th US Army Air Force (8USAAF) and their time spent
within the East of England during World War 2 (WW2). The focus of this history
was on both the physical impact their arrival had on the East of England, but also
on the social impact to local communities across the region, a region consisting of
6 counties. They looked to achieve this by the development of airfield museums;
by empowering people of the area to support the preservation of this history via an
Oral History (OH) and Community Archaeology (CA) programme; by presenting the
history in as many differing formats as possible including education programmes,
theatre, exhibitions, a website, a festival and family days. To achieve these
initiatives, the project focused on a training-based approach supported by a
communication and marketing programme, which involved the development of a
project website and social media presence.
This heritage project was confronted with a number of challenges to overcome in
order to fulfill the ambitions of the project. These included the vast geographical
area the project covered and the limited resources from which to do this; the
fragmentation and wide spread of enthusiast groups and museums involved in the
8USAAF and conflicting attitudes of history ownership and involvement; the
management of project scope due to the number of stakeholders involved, the
diverse range of activities proposed and the exploratory nature of the project;
accessibility issues to airfield land for archaeology work; and the limited people
able to contribute to OHs.
The evaluation has been based on the premise that project success is measured on
the fulfillment of the project objectives and realisation of defined benefits.
Project Management success has also been evaluated due to the significance of this
role in delivering project success.
To measure the various aspects and objectives of the EITE project, evaluation
research and development has included both a quantitative and qualitative
programme to both quantify project outcomes but to also determine the more
intangible outcomes by understanding the opinions, feelings and thoughts of the
many stakeholders involved. Interviews, surveys and project documentation
reviews have formed the foundation of the evaluation research.
The project management evaluation found that the Project Manager had
successfully managed the project with the many requirements of project
management in place and adapted in accordance with the complexity and
characteristics of the project. Areas for improvement were noted including
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stakeholder management in managing their expectations, as well as the
requirements of project closure and ongoing management of the project once
completed and disbanded to ensure the outcomes and infrastructure in place
continue to achieve the objectives and realise the benefits. This is a factor often
neglected and is a consideration for future projects.
The project success evaluation has found the EITE project has delivered
successfully against the objectives and benefits. Evaluation has been restricted to
an extent due to the recent implementation of some outputs as well as the nature
of the aims and objectives, which requires later evaluation (e.g. evaluating the
success of sustainability is a much longer term realisation). The majority of
project stakeholders have rated the project extremely highly and much evidence
has been identified indicating the success of the project in positively impacting
everyone involved. The project has delivered all objectives over and above the
targets set.
It is believed this is due to many factors, however, specific factors stand out, these
being: the commitment, passion and resourcefulness of the Project Manager and
project team; the involvement of the senior executive including the Project
Sponsor; the development and utilisation of social media and the project website
throughout the project; the project management approach adopted; the
collaborative leadership style; and the focus on creating and establishing a strong
and connected network of people, organisations, groups across the heritage and
business sector to work together in achieving the project vision.
The project has highlighted a number of areas that could be considered for
improvement in future projects, including ensuring adequate resources and
staffing are available, with specific reference to travel budgets and team members
(project administrator and relationship manager); the management of stakeholder
expectation with clear guidance on roles, strategy and responsibilities; clearer
objectives and measurement mechanisms in place to better understand outcomes
and stakeholder requirements for continuous improvement; post project
management function funded and resourced to ensure the continued embedding of
the project and realisation of benefits.
It has been concluded the EITE has made an extremely positive difference to this
history and to the people in the East of England (and beyond) through training and
education, participation and engagement. The challenge now is to ensure the EITE
Project legacy, and the history the team has worked so hard to protect and
preserve, lives on.
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1.0

Introduction

The following report details the evaluation of the Eighth in the East (EITE) project
as required by the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF).
1.1

Evaluation Aims

The aims of this evaluation project are to:
•

•
•
•
1.2

Determine the extent to which New Heritage Solutions (and supporting
Partners) have delivered against the objectives of the EITE programme,
specifically identifying whether they have achieved what they initially set
out to do for the £575,000 grant awarded to the project
Understand what changed as a result of the EITE activity
Understand the project management delivery model adopted to fulfill the
delivery of the project objectives
Identify lessons learnt for future projects within the heritage sector,
including what the team did well and areas for future improvement
Scope of the Evaluation

The scope of the evaluation relates to:
•
•

Evaluation of the 3-year EITE Programme and associated EITE-run projects.
Evaluation of the EITE’s project management and delivery process.

The scope of the evaluation excludes:
•
•

The development and proposal phase of the project.
The project management delivery of associated heritage partners and
organisations e.g. project management of independent museum-run events.

1.3

Evaluation Constraints

The constraints identified include:
•

•
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The timing of the evaluation: The evaluation has taken place prior to the
completion and in parallel to the completion of the project; it is believed
this limits the level of evaluation that can be conducted based on the
premise that some outcomes will not be known at this stage, nor the
benefits realised. A longer-term perspective is required with many areas and
it is recommended further evaluation phases are implemented to evaluate
the longevity of this project and the benefits realised later in time.
Examples of this include the aim to sustain the legacy of the 8th US Army Air
Force (8USAAF) across the Eastern region; the effectiveness of the 25,000
distribution of the Heritage Guide.
This said, measurement is dependent on whether appropriate measurement
mechanisms have been implemented e.g. museums asking how people heard
about their museum. Feedback mechanisms have not been implemented for
EITE Project Evaluation

•
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a number of events/activities within the EITE project, which has restricted
evaluation analysis. It is hoped the case study approach (see section 3)
addresses this constraint.
The geographical area is large and due to time and travel restrictions has
limited some research opportunities.
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2.0

Background of EITE Project

The EITE is a vast and complex project of partnerships, initiatives, events and
activities designed, created and implemented to both celebrate and extend the
legacy of the 8USAAF’s arrival and time in the East of England during the Second
World War (WW2).
The EITE project was borne from numerous fears, issues and concerns held and
identified by Nick Patrick (project sponsor) and Ivan Cutting (Project Board
member and Eastern Angles Director). They realised the history of this significant
and important time within the East of England was in jeopardy of disappearing
within the very near future if left to the few dedicated enthusiasts in the region:•

•

•

The people who lived through this time were reaching the end of their lives and
with their passing was the passing also of the precious stories and memories
they held of this interesting and important time in history. These valuable
snapshots were viewed as fundamental pieces to the overall picture of this
period and it was believed that recording, interpreting and celebrating these
contributions would help prolong the story of the EITE. It was felt the social
impact had to be explored further.
Museums (which held collections of photographs, film and artifacts from this
period requiring further exploration and interpretation to share with local
communities as well as with a far wider audience) were struggling to operate
with falling visitor numbers and uninspiring displays and offerings. Development
was required to support their survival.
Physically, the 8USAAF significantly impacted the region with airfield bases
developed to support the vast insurgence of airmen and the supporting crews
and infrastructure required to operate air defence for WW2. These physical
structures were gradually disappearing due to decay and present day building
developments for homes and businesses, losing yet further connections and
evidence of this important historical movement.

With the disappearance of the people and their memories, the buildings and
museums, goes the understanding of how significant this history was in shaping the
landscape and communities of this region. The key to the preservation and
sustainability of this time in history, was to pull the fragmented pieces of history
across the region into an overall picture, to consolidate the jigsaw pieces into a
region-wide story and to bring together the enthusiasts, the local communities and
heritage organisations to realise a future with the EITE legacy fresh and present in
people’s minds.
The resulting aims of the project were:
Aim 1: Research & interpretation of the build and social legacy of the 8USAAF in
the East, through community archaeology, oral history, film and photograph, and
re-examination of museum collections.
Aim 2: Celebration of this material through local and regional events, exhibition,
touring theatre and other showcase opportunities.
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Aim 3: Sustaining the project beyond its active stage through website, digital flythrough, learning resources, social media and museum development.
A plan was devised to support the needs identified by Nick and Ivan, based on a
model of empowerment, empowering the people of the region to grow the story
and legacy of the EITE.
The diagram below shows the fundamental building blocks of this empowerment
model, with training as a basis to enable the recording of oral histories, airfields
and archaeological sites and museum collections by developing skills to accomplish
these activities. The resulting stories, discoveries and outcomes were then used to
develop the museums and their capacity, to educate and to entertain, to
subsequently attract and engage a wider audience. The empowerment model
provides a foundation from which to promote learning and awareness of the EITE
history and preserve and grow the legacy of the EITE.

!
Diagram 1: EITE Empowerment Model
The project aimed to make a difference to the history, to the people supporting
the preservation of this history and to the people who didn’t yet know about the
history. They aimed to engage, through entertainment and education, as many
people as possible.
It was recognised this project could only be delivered via a close working network
of specialist partners and organisations who shared the vision of Nick Patrick and
Ivan Cutting. The project was to be implemented across a large geographic region
and a manageable model was required to support this. The subsequent project
management approach and the objectives of the project, including how these were
delivered can be found in sections 5 and 6.
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3.0

Evaluation Approach

To determine whether the EITE Project has been a success in achieving the
intended outcomes and satisfying the stakeholders of the project, a two-phased
success model has been developed.
A mixed method research approach has been adopted to gain both a quantitative
and qualitative perspective due to the nature of the project and the understanding
of stakeholder feelings and thoughts, as well as the meeting of specific
quantifiable targets.
3.1

Success

The evaluation has been based on the premise that the success of the project is
based on the fulfillment and meeting of project objectives and the realisation of
the anticipated benefits.
The Project Management approach has also been
evaluated and reviewed to understand the impact of this on the project outcomes
and associated success levels:
Project Management success – in the delivery approach of the project
Project Success – the fulfillment of objectives and realisation of anticipated
benefits (where possible).
Note: some objectives and benefits cannot be
measured effectively at this stage due to the longevity of these results and will not
be realised until later in time.
3.2

Two Phased Approach

3.2.1 Phase 1 Project Management Delivery Model
An appropriate and effective project management approach is considered critical
in delivering a successful project including delivering to schedule, within scope
and budget, and to a quality standard, therefore, the evaluation of the approach
adopted is considered fundamental.

!
Diagram 3: Development of Project Management Evaluation Model Process
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To evaluate the project, a measurement model has been developed. Following
assessment of other evaluation models and consideration of the project objectives
and resulting evaluation objective model, a model has evolved based on the
International Project Management Associations (IPMA) Project Excellence Model1 .
This has been used as a guide and modified to support the EITE project resulting
from an evaluation of the project and its’ aims and objectives. The resulting
model is defined in diagram 4 below:

!
Diagram 4: Project Management Evaluation Model
To evaluate the project management model, the following research has been
conducted:
• A series of interviews have been conducted with the Project Manager and
Project Sponsor as well as questions directed to other stakeholders.
• Project documentation has also been reviewed.
3.2.2 Phase 2 Evaluation Model Objectives:
To evaluate the project, a clear idea of the project objectives (and the targets and
measures associated to these) was deemed critical. The flowchart provides an
overview of the approach adopted to develop a model of objectives for evaluation
objectives.

1

Sourced from Turner, R. Gower Handbook of Project Management 4th Edition, 2007; copy also
provided by kind permission of Mary Mckinley (Research Management Board), International Project
Management Association
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!
Diagram 2: Development of Evaluation Objectives Model Process
The information on project objectives was available however it took some time to
locate and bring together due to the fragmented nature of the objectives and the
requirement to consolidate and clarify this information into a more coherent
model. A number of measures, targets and benefits had been defined at the
outset of the project with some reporting mechanisms in place to evaluate these;
however it is thought future projects would benefit from clearer more concise
objectives supported by meaningful measures, realistic and achievable targets and
a reporting mechanism to support the monitoring and evaluation of these. This
would provide a more efficient basis from which to evaluate the project, as well as
providing a more effective monitoring framework to work from throughout the
project. It is recommended this model be reviewed at project commencement
and throughout the project to ensure compliance to this requirement.
Appendix 1 lists the evaluation model objectives. Section 6 details the evaluation
results for the resulting model of objectives.
To conduct the evaluation of project success, the following research has been
conducted:
•
•

•

!
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Surveys developed and distributed to various stakeholder groups
(volunteers, interns and partner museums)
Interviews conducted with representatives from specific stakeholder groups.
The representatives have been selected based on their level of experience
and exposure to the project, for example, Bottisham provide a good
example of involvement in all museum development activities
The interviews have enabled a more in-depth understanding of the
representative’s experience in order to produce mini-case studies for a
more holistic understanding of a stakeholder group’s experience

EITE Project Evaluation

•
•
3.3

Compilation and analysis of data e.g. survey feedback from events and
activities
Analysis of project documentation
Research Approach

As can be seen from the two phases outlined above, a mixed research approach
has been selected to understand the project from both a quantitative perspective,
as well as a qualitative approach which looks to specifically understand at a
deeper level the feelings and opinions of the stakeholders involved.
The
stakeholders are key in understanding the level of success the project has achieved
and their opinions and thoughts are critical in determining this. This latter
approach supports better the evaluation of the more intangible objectives and
benefits.
In summary the research techniques used to capture the information and data
required to conduct the evaluation include:
•
•
•
•
•

Compilation of project data for quantitative analysis including listing of events,
activities, social media and website usage
Input and analysis of survey data captured throughout the project
Based on the evaluation objectives model, developing numerous surveys to
understand the opinions of specific stakeholder groups including the volunteers,
museum partners and interns
Interviews conducted to produce case studies and understand thoughts and
opinions on various aspects of the project
Conducting theme analysis on project documentation and interview data to
identify similarities and differences across stakeholder groups

3.4

Evaluation Challenges

3.4.1 Feedback surveys have been implemented throughout the 3-year EITE project
for feedback on training and the end of project festival, however, this has not
occurred for the majority of events and therefore evaluation of the event
visitors (the public, a key stakeholder of the project) has not been captured
as well as could have been. It is recommended that future projects of this
nature, looking to engage with members of the public, require a
measurement model in place to understand visitor opinions.
3.4.2 Work has been required to develop an evaluation model of objectives for
assessment (using the EITE Project information infrastructure including the
aims, vision and HLF reporting format) with 8-resulting objective areas. The
establishment of objectives has been necessary as the measurement of
project success is based on fulfillment of project objectives and benefits.
3.4.3 Due to the vast geographical area, the upfront work required on establishing
the objectives and other time restrictions, ensuring all stakeholder groups
have been addressed has been a challenge. All stakeholder groups have been
addressed, however, if further time permitted, further interviews would have
been conducted.

!
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4.0

Challenges of EITE Project

The EITE project has been exposed to numerous challenges and these are believed
to provide a deeper insight into the decisions made and approach adopted
throughout its duration. It is assumed similar projects may be exposed to
challenges such as this and could therefore support future projects risk evaluation
and planning.
4.1 The extensive geography of the project was considered a real challenge to
manage as a small team especially with the limited travel budget available
and limited team to do the work.
4.2 The scope of the project and the management of this has been challenging
due to the diverse activities and elements to the project including:
•
•
•

•

the multiple geographical regions and number of different partners/
organisations involved
recruitment, training and empowerment of many individuals and
organisations across the region required to do the work
to identify, research, present and preserve the EITE history – the history is
relatively unexplored and the quantity and quality was not fully understood
either. The exploratory nature presents potential scope management
problems
to manage the number of different stakeholders involved
What was key in overcoming this challenge was that the Project Manager had
a clear and firm idea of what was required to meet the objectives and what
was superfluous. The hub prototype model also proved a very effective
project management model in reducing the area of scope to manage,
allowing for more control and visibility of hub activity during each hub
implementation and understanding the hub requirements more clearly.
The early implementation of the project website is viewed as a critical
success factor in managing communication and the direction of the project
amongst the multiple stakeholders.

4.3 A heritage-based challenge has been the changing landscape in that 70 years
on from the EITE’s presence, significant building and reconstruction of the
landscape has occurred. This has impacted on accessibility for surveys and
the ability to identify where the airfields (and associated buildings/bases)
were. Some landowners do not want the disruption or the listing of buildings,
nor the intrusion on private property therefore denying access.
Other
alternative sites have been found where this has occurred.
4.4 The USAF were in the region 75 years ago – this time lapse has impacted on
the project due to the reduced numbers of individuals alive who remember
and can recall this time.
If this project had been initiated 10 years
previously, the historical findings would have been more prolific. This
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provides a challenge in the number of individuals available to record
memories.
4.5 Archaeology is a specialist area and a lack of expertise at the proposal and
planning stage meant the timeframes for the community archaeology (CA)
phase were delayed as the project set up occurred during the period when
this should have started. This planning oversight was due to the cyclical
requirement for archaeology work to be conducted in the winter (due to low
vegetation growth e.g. brambles, which would hinder work in the summer);
this factor was unknown at the time and meant the first winter was lost. An
expert’s input would have been beneficial at the early planning stages.
4.6 Historical interpretations between academics and enthusiasts has provided
some conflict within the project where the validation, verification and
correction (resulting from comparison with academic research) of stories
from enthusiasts has at times caused minor issues. For example, a museum
had the wrong date on their website, however when this was communicated
they challenged the observation. A small number of individual enthusiasts
have voiced conflicting opinions however these have not led to negative
repercussions/consequences.
4.7 Ownership of history has also been evidenced. Friends of the 8th published a
1991 Heritage Guide, which had not been updated since. EITE has published a
Heritage Guide resulting from the project, which has been published on
museum websites. One museum website received a complaint from the
Friends of the 8th, asking why the list had been updated with the EITE
version. The complaint has been left with the museum for response. This
issue also extends to stories and the ownership of these where personal ties
(e.g. family) restrict the exploration of the associated history. The relatively
short timeframe since this historical period occurred means these links are
stronger and are potential barriers to story accuracy and accessibility.
4.8 The EITE history is preserved by many different committed and enthusiast
interest groups across the region with a small number of groups possessing a
very protective and territorial attitude towards the history. This has caused
some (very limited) hostility within the heritage community where the EITE
project has been viewed as encroaching on their territory with new and
different (more modern) approaches to presenting the history.
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5.0

EITE Project Management:

A model of project management delivery (see diagram 5) has been adopted to
guide the evaluation and assess the effectiveness of the EITE’s approach to project
management. This has included a review of all aspects and processes defined
within the model below to identify the EITE’s ability to manage and deliver the
EITE project. Project management contributes significantly to the success of a
project and is considered key within this evaluation.

!
Diagram 5: Project Management Evaluation Model
The evaluation has identified the following results:
5.1

The Vision

The project vision appears to be a key strength of the project and is documented
clearly and comprehensively within the Action Plan (the development document
produced for the HLF bid). Indeed, when reviewing the Action Plan, the reader
gets a real sense of what the project’s vision is and what the result will ‘look like’.
The document appears to have been instrumental in supporting the Project
Manager and team:•
•
•
•
•

!
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introducing and establishing the vision within the project
providing a definition of the project
supporting both the recruitment and induction processes
providing a critical reference document for project planning
used in annual team reviews to evaluate the vision and project delivered
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It is believed the Project Sponsor’s close presence throughout the project has also
contributed and reinforced the strength and clarity of the vision, supporting the
Project Board in understanding and adhering to this.
In addition, the Project Manager has also clearly understood the vision, working
towards this end by developing a cohesive and focused team, who he has involved
in scoping out the project’s vision for implementation. According to the Project
Manager, the vision has not veered off course due to the strictness of the team;
nor has anything been missed from the action plan, only added to with
complementary activities and deliverables.
This is evidence of a clear and
common vision shared by all.
Outcome: A clear vision has been established and shared and is considered
satisfactory for the delivery of the EITE project.
5.2

Objectives & Strategy

The project’s vision, aims, strategy and key tasks were in place prior to the
recruitment of the Project Manager, developed by the initial HLF bid team, who
have continued their involvement throughout the project providing specialist
support, governance guidance and some resource support.
5.2.1 Objectives
The objectives – the project has three clear aims, which support the vision and
clearly guide the project. However, there are no clearly documented objectives.
These are viewed as key in developing an effective plan for delivery and
continuous monitoring of project progress. It is believed however, the strength of
the aims and vision, a list of key tasks and the monitoring structure implemented
for HLF reporting (which has provided the foundation for evaluation), have
provided the necessary infrastructure for this. This is considered adequate for the
team due to the small size of the team and their ability to communicate easily;
larger teams may have struggled in delivering against this high-level and ‘loose’
framework.
For future projects, especially where the teams are larger and more distributed, a
series of SMART2 objectives are recommended for effective project monitoring and
control purposes, and are essential for project evaluation.
Project benefits – project benefits, however, were defined and these have
supported the project in understanding the outcomes required of the many
deliverables.
Stakeholder involvement – What is evident from the evaluation, is that key
stakeholders have been involved within the development of the project’s vision,
strategy and tasks. Not only were many specialists and experts called upon, but
also an event held early on to understand the thoughts and requirements of other
key stakeholders such as volunteers, museums and enthusiasts.
2

Acronym for objectives: S=succinct M=measurable A=achievable R=realistic T=timely
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5.2.2 Business Strategy – Partner Model
The business strategy adopted was a partner-based model, implemented to form a
credible foundation from which to bid for the HLF work (it was believed, a new
and small social enterprise organisation such as NHS did not have the resource to
support such a bid). The model selected appears to have worked in many respects
for the EITE project, in terms of developing a strong proposal and workable project
solution, as well as the transition of partners to a steering group role. However,
the partners were originally selected based on a much narrower geographical area
and did not change with the expansion of this; this has caused some issues with
support in the wider region.
5.2.3 Project Management Strategy
A hub-based model was selected to better manage the project due to its extensive
regional coverage and varying levels of expertise across the region. This has
provided a prototyping-based model from which to learn and build on. The hubs
local to the team and the expertise, and also where the greatest concentration of
airfield and 8USAAF history resided (Norfolk and Suffolk), were implemented
initially, followed by the remaining 3-hubs on a hub-by-hub rollout.
This has served the project well due to the limited number of staff on the team
and the extensive region they are covering. There is evidence that one or two
museums have not understood the hub-based model and have expected full
interaction and participation throughout the project. Generally however the
majority of museums have benefited from the phased rollout and the knowledge
and experience gained by the team within the initial hubs. The team has used this
as a continuous improvement model, reviewing the implementation of each hub in
order to improve the proceeding hubs.
The clear communication of this strategic model to all stakeholder parties (and
specifically the museums) may have provided a clearer understanding and
managed their expectations better.
There appears to be alignment between both strategies and the vision of the
project, the strategies enabling the effective execution of the project.
Outcome: The approach adopted is considered satisfactory for the delivery of the
EITE project.
5.3

Leadership

The style of leadership adopted for this project, as concluded by both the Project
Sponsor and Project Manager, has been collaborative, an approach believed
necessary to support the project and constraints of a small team delivering across
a large geographical region.
The Project Manager has led collaboratively, empowering and trusting the team
members to take responsibility for their role and make the right decisions, whilst
also providing support with regular team meetings and contact, “We are a small
!
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team with regular contact so most of the work is a collaborative effort anyway”.
This environment provides a flexible project organisation essential for adaptability
to change and to deliver the high workload.
This style of leadership can be seen also at Project Sponsor level, where the
Project Sponsor has supported the Project Manager throughout but also left him to
manage the project, feeling confident the Project Manager understands and “gets”
the vision and the requirements to achieve this. The entire team appears to have
a clear idea of their individual boundaries and this appears to have enabled a
conflict-free and generally harmonious working environment.
A further characteristic shared by the entire team is the value of continuous
improvement, looking to improve what has been done before and recognising
things that haven’t worked well as things that can be improved.
5.4

The People

5.4.1 The team – the style of leadership appears to be reflected in the team’s
attitude and the environment within which they work, as also remarked on by the
Project Manager, “The culture is supportive, not only within the team but across
the project...a really healthy environment that people want to return to”.
The team members are recognised and motivated through responsibility and the
utilisation of their skills and knowledge as well as belonging to a close-knit team
where positive feedback is shared amongst the members. Most of the team had
not worked on a community heritage history project before, embarking on work
they had not performed e.g. design, desk top publishing and media work; this has
provided opportunities to the team for skill acquisition and development for future
projects and employment. A key aspect of this evaluation area is that the team
feels valued through mutual benefits. This team spirit, as the Project Manager and
as research discussions and surveys indicate, has been a prominent feature
throughout the 3 or more years.
An issue experienced by the team has been insufficient resourcing due to the high
workload and small team. To overcome this, the team have all pitched in together
and supported each other in project delivery. In addition to this the Project
Sponsor credits the team with how resourceful they have been in overcoming the
resource issue by developing their own skills. Indeed, the team were carefully
selected based on their skill-sets and expertise, but the project also wanted
“people with fire in their bellies like they did, and people who just did not want to
accept ‘this is how you do it’, and really wanted to get their hands dirty”.
Perhaps one role which would have been highly beneficial and which the Project
Sponsor would include within the proposal on future occasions is a project
administrator role. This would alleviate the Project Manager of tasks his skills are
wasted on, tasks he is responsible for overseeing but not responsible for ‘doing’.
5.4.2 The Senior Executive (Steering Group, Project Board and Funders) –
senior executive support is considered key to project management success and the
!
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presence of the steering group (including the original Project Board members and
funders) is acknowledged as providing invaluable support to the project. For the
purposes of this evaluation and the role this team have played throughout the
project, although referenced as the Project Board within the project, this report
uses the term ‘Steering Group’ as fitting the roles and responsibilities they have
performed (see Appendix 3 for the senior executive organisation chart, as well as a
role and responsibility definition for both the Steering Group and Project Board).
Outcome: The level of support provided to the project team, and senior executive
support provided to the project, has met the requirements of the project
satisfactorily.
5.5

Project Management Processes

A review of the project management processes, including the extent to which the
processes have been established and conducted in the project, has been carried
out to determine if implemented appropriately to manage the level of project
complexity3.
5.5.1 Planning, Scope and Change Management
Planning – a project management system, ZoHo (a free software package) has
been used throughout the project as implemented and managed by the Project
Manager. This has enabled the monitoring of the schedule, and has been used
interchangeably with project documentation to manage the activities necessary to
achieve project completion. The plan version has remained the same throughout
the project with only minor changes, such as bringing deliverables forward to align
with resource capacity.
Scope – the Project Manager has managed the scope of the project by strictly
adhering to the original plan and vision of the project, “…you could very easily
veer off course because it’s such a big project, or veer off to the military or
aviation history because a lot of the enthusiasts are interested in that but we’ve
been pretty strict about doing ad-hoc stuff like that…there have been demands to
go off and do different things”.
Scope management has been an important focus for the Project Manager including
the evaluation of each planned deliverable to ensure their feasibility as the
project progresses forward. This was evidenced with the VAQAS training, which
was proving unpopular with the smaller museums; and the digital fly-through idea,
which proved a high cost, low value return deliverable. Both were no longer
considered viable project deliverables and alternative options were selected.
Change management – where changes were deemed necessary, a formal change
management process was in place:
• The Project Manager would raise a change request detailing the reason for
change, alternative solutions and any associated impact to the scope, cost and
3 Level of complexity is based on the number of stakeholder types, team size, distribution of project, clarify of aims.
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•

schedule. For example the VAQAS training funds were channeled to other spend
areas such as the Heritage Guide, which has proved of high value to the
museums.
Submitting the change request for approval and authorisation from HLF, funding
partners and the Steering Group

Outcome: The planning processes (including scope and change management) are in
place and have met the requirements of the project satisfactorily.
5.5.2 Risk Management
Risk analysis and assessments were conducted throughout the project and entered
into ZoHo for management where the level of risk is rated (low to high). Most risks
identified were considered low risk and generally related to finance and cash flow
issues. All risks were reported to HLF (and at the HLF review meetings) and to the
Steering Group.
Where risks were rated ‘high’ and a solution not evident, these were escalated to
the Steering Group and HLF. For example, the planned interpretation boards were
proving high risk due to maintenance issues. An alternative solution proved
difficult to find, therefore, the Project Manager raised the risk as high level and
presented this to the Steering Group, at which point the idea of plaques in
Churches was put forward and agreed.
Risk management activity is also evidenced at event planning and building
recording activities where risk assessments were conducted (identifying any
hazards; who may be harmed and how; controls required to monitor this; and the
level of risk).
Outcome: The risk management system has met the requirements of the project
satisfactorily.
5.5.3 Project Monitoring
The main approach to project monitoring was via regular project reviews at
numerous levels:
•

•
•

Steering Group reviews held on a quarterly basis. The following areas were
monitored:
finance, progress of the plan and associated deliverables,
community engagement and marketing, HLF reporting, project management
activity and issues such as resourcing. Steering Group members accessed the
EITE website to also monitor the day-to-day progress of the project.
HLF reviews held on a quarterly basis including updates on each deliverable
area of the project, any plan changes, the risks and finances.
Team reviews were held on a monthly basis for reflection on what went well
and what did not, in order to revise the approach for the forthcoming month.
This review encompassed future planning requirements and issues including the
monitoring of scope and any possible changes and resource requirements.

In addition, the Project Manager continuously monitored and managed both the
project schedule and budget for any variations on a daily basis.
!
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In order to monitor progress, clear measurable objectives and targets are required
to understand when and if these have been met. For HLF reporting, approved
purposes were in place (used as a basis for this evaluation); however, it is
recommended, especially in larger more complex projects where teams are larger,
more distributed or where the vision is unclear, the objectives and targets are
more clearly defined to support the monitoring process.
Outcome: Based on the project structure and approach, project monitoring has
met the requirements of the project satisfactorily.
5.5.4 Stakeholder Management
The Project Manager has been primarily responsible for the management of
stakeholders, continually interfacing and engaging with participants. Numerous
communication channels were established for stakeholders to connect with the
project (email, website, social media, phone, face-to-face opportunities) with
responses issued in as timely way as possible where enquiries and complaints were
made. Based on evaluation feedback from various stakeholders, it would appear
an efficient communication infrastructure was set in place to manage
stakeholders.
Stakeholder details were captured and held in a contact management list including
their name, contact details and how the project was managing them. Details were
also updated in ZoHo where specific actions were required.
It appears the majority of stakeholders were managed very well throughout the
project with a very positive spirit amongst them, believed due to their buy-in to
the project and shared values, the communication strategy in place and the
strength of the team’s personable and supportive approach.
Conflict Management – However, a number of parties, noted as a very small
minority, have been unhappy with the work of the EITE:
• The EITE was seen as a threat to the work they were carrying out on the
8USAAF
• They wanted to stay independent from the project, to continue doing their own
thing
• The stakeholders did not appear to fully understand the nature of the hub
model and the temporary nature of the EITE’s involvement and thus their
expectations were not met
• An early group involved in the set up of the project believed they should have
been involved in the entire project, viewing their role as part of the EITE core
team. Again an example of their expectations not being met
• Concern the theatre production was not taken to specific venues where
stakeholders felt this would be of great benefit specifically in areas where they
had a high level of involvement in the project
The Project Manager did attempt to resolve stakeholder conflict and analysed the
impact on the project, however, found in many cases the threat to the project was
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low especially when considering the high majority of project supporters within the
stakeholder groups.
Often, the Project Manager identified the attitude of these individuals as
immoveable due to their particular natures and values. This opinion was supported
by an ‘Interest Group stakeholder’, who had observed first-hand the unpleasant
and conflicting attitudes of select colleagues within his group (which he himself
believes hinder the progress of this group). His feedback indicated that the
majority of the interest group supported and believed in the EITE project and that
there was no solution to this problem.
The Project Sponsor commented that during this project, he has learnt, via the
Project Manager, to distinguish the point at which to stop wasting valuable time on
specific stakeholders especially where project resources were already stretched.
With regard to the role of the hub and the expectations of stakeholders to be fully
involved throughout the project, it is thought clearer direction was required to
support the management of expectation, perhaps with a hub roll-out plan and
guidelines published on the website and in the newsletter to advise stakeholders of
hub plans and intentions. Likewise the requirements for theatre venues published
so that individuals understood the decision making process behind the venue
decisions made. This is important for the avid supporters of the project.
Some of the issues above could also possibly highlight resourcing inefficiencies
within the project where the Project Manager is overstretched and prioritisation is
the only way to manage the workload.
Outcome: Based on the feedback from stakeholders, the stakeholder management
approach was considered satisfactory for the project.
5.5.5 Quality management
A quality management process is in place and involves the review of all
deliverables including:
•

Training material, marketing information, presentation and exhibition material,
website content, design documents and specifications, learning packs.

•

Testing is also conducted for a number of deliverables such as the learning
packs, digital consoles, website and interpretation panels.

The process includes reviews by specialists, proofreaders and by the Project
Manager and other team members, including Steering Group members.
The Project Manager has viewed quality as a key requirement for the project to
build trust in ‘the product’ and the way their image is portrayed, “I am very keen
things look right”. A reflection of this quality approach can be seen in the strong
brand image and corporate identity created by the deliverables of the project.
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Outcome: Based on the quality of outputs, the website and events, the quality
management processes in place are considered satisfactory for the project.
5.5.6 Procurement:
To procure items above £10,000 the EITE project conduct a formal procurement
process which includes:
•
•
•

Production of tender documents and specifications to outline the requirements
of the purchase item
Identify and invite at least 3 organisations to bid
Review the proposals and present the selected bids to the Steering Group for
final selection and authorisation; selection is also reported to HLF in the
quarterly review.

The Project Manager believes this process, although not on a formal basis, is
adhered to for most purchases due to the requirement to deliver as much as
possible for the funding provided and to ensure quality is maintained.
Outcome: The procurement management process appears to have met the
requirements of the project satisfactorily based on the level of project complexity.
5.6

Other Project Processes

In addition to the core project management processes, the nature and context of
the project will require unique processes to enable the delivery of the project.
The following processes have been identified that support the project:
5.6.1 Relationship Management – this does fall within stakeholder management
however this particular process relates specifically to the host museums and
organisations facilitating each hub. The Project Manager identified this as a
fundamental role and due to limited resources adopted the role of relationship
manager. This was a time-intensive role with much travelling required across the
region developing relationships prior to hub rollout, during and following the
completion of a rollout.
It was acknowledged this fell under the remit of the Project Manager, however, due
to the team size and extensive geographical area, further resource would have
been beneficial including the separation of Project Manager and Relationship
Manager roles. The management of museum relations is considered a critical
success factor and an important area for resource and role responsibility for future
projects.
5.6.2 Design and Development – a number of project deliverables required design
and development. It appears a process cycle was implemented incorporating the
following stages:
•
•
•
!
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•

Implementation

Based on conversations with the Project Manager and the quality of deliverables
(e.g. the website and digital consoles which have both been seen in action) it
appears processes were in place to support effective design and development
including specifications for the website and digital console. These appear clear
and comprehensive, detailing the EITE’s specific requirements and objectives.
Test documentation and results have not been located, however, it is assumed
effective testing has occurred based on deliverable quality.
5.6.3 Information Management – processes are in place to ensure:
•
•
•

Appropriate routing of information and records for public access
Confidential and sensitive information is held securely
Permissions are requested and received for the use of copyrighted information
and photographs

5.6.4 Training & Education – this has been a key output from the project and it is
evident that this process has been adequately supported based on identifying
training gaps during the project development phase, the development of training
by specialists (community archaeologists and SHARE East) which have been
reviewed and tested. Training has been actively monitored via training surveys,
issued at the end of each course, to understand effectiveness (although not all
feedback has been accessible for the evaluation).
The Learning Packs have been developed and tested by both specialists and schools
to ensure these are relevant and effective learning supports.
5.6.5 Safety – risk assessments have been conducted for the different events with
a focus on safety, resulting in the implementation of safety measures. For
example, the Heritage Walks attracted high numbers and therefore recognised as a
safety issue. Further stewards were put in place to mitigate this risk.
It does not appear safety has been compromised within the EITE project.
5.6.6 Event Management – this is a core component of the project and one the
project team are highly experienced in. Events have been sufficiently planned and
resourced and it appears feedback on the events run has been excellent, as has
the support of the team to organisations involved in the project e.g. The Swan has
benefited from the event management skills of the team in the planning of the 70th
VE day celebrations as well as the forthcoming 75th VE celebrations.
At times, further resource was recruited (e.g. a festival manager for the June 2016
Weekend Festival) where the team size would have compromised the delivery of
the event.
5.6.7 Marketing and Publicity – a key requirement considered a critical success
factor of the project was the marketing and publicity of the EITE project. This
!
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was achieved via a continuous focus on project promotion for maximum exposure
to achieve the aims and objectives of the project:
•

•
•
•
•
•

High-level publicity opportunities including exposure via both television and
radio: BBC and ITV coverage of events such as Family days and School-based
activities; the Project Manager talking on BBC 1 East's VE Day: First Day of
Peace.
Press coverage including an online gallery featured in The Observer, access of
online curriculum resources via The Guardian online, regional papers featuring
EITE events, activities and reviews.
Social media and the EITE website.
Developing a database of contacts for newsletters
and targeted emails on events and project updates.
Talks and stands at EITE-related events.
The production of a Heritage Guide with a
distribution of 25,000 copies to tourist offices,
heritage organisations, hotels and other such
locations.

5.7

Project Closure

The Project Manager is currently working on the closure of the project. A full
evaluation of this project closure cannot be conducted, as the project is still
operational, however, the following has been noted:
• The website is being modified to reflect the changing project status and to
ensure information is still available and awareness of the project remains.
• The touring exhibition will become a responsibility of Eastern Angles.
• The loan panels will become a responsibility of SHARE East
• Guides and instructions have been uploaded to the website to ensure the
information is available for future use e.g. guidance on running heritage walks,
an interaction version of the Heritage Guide
5.7.1 Areas for attention and consideration:
Future enquiries: The project team will cease at the end of November 2016, as
will the project office. Currently the EITE Project team continuously receive
enquiries from numerous stakeholder groups, however, it is unclear what will
happen to these enquiries following project closure. For the short-term, enquiries
will be routed to the NHS office, however, it is believed there is a strong enough
network created to provide a directory of contacts for the different enquiry types.
The Project Manager believes that there is a key deliverer role(s) for participating
organisations to take on the responsibility for specific areas.
Information and records: All data, records, physical outputs and equipment will
be held at the NHS office.
Post Project Management: There is no evidence of a post-project management
plan to manage the realisation of the project benefits, for example, the
monitoring of activity at host museums to ensure the training and development is
supporting the preservation of the legacy and providing visitors with a richer more
!
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engaging experience. This phase of project was not built into the original proposal
and has therefore not been funded, however, this is considered an important stage
of a project. The project work has been completed however further work is
required to ensure the deliverables are providing the benefits the project set out
to achieve.
This issue extends to the project evaluation. Evaluating a project that has reached
its completion date in terms of delivering the outputs will be limited in effectively
measuring the level of success of the project. It is recommended evaluations are
staged including post-project evaluations (6 month, 1 year, 3 year) to measure the
effectiveness of the deliverables once embedded within the environment they are
implemented. For example, whether the legacy has been preserved may not be
seen until later in time; the development of a museum and effects of this on their
visitor numbers; the empowering of individuals and groups to conduct further
airfield surveys; the capturing and sharing of oral histories.
It would appear the specific phase of the project (the phase funded by the HLF)
has been completed successfully and an infrastructure of sustainability
implemented, however, the effectiveness of this (and benefit realisation) cannot
be managed without resource, nor evaluated until later in time.
5.8

Continuous Improvement

The EITE Project has undertaken a number of actions to implement a culture of
continuous improvement to benefit both the project and future projects, as
follows:
• Developed a culture of continuous improvement.
• Monthly team meetings to understand lessons learned and improve the project
as it progresses. The hub model, a prototype-based model, has supported this
mindset.
• Building a close team community of support, trust and openness.
• Conducting a project evaluation to understand the lessons learned for future
project information and action, to be distributed to a wide audience.
• A plan to produce an academic paper based on the project to benefit future
projects of this kind.
5.9

The Budget and Schedule

The Project Manager has been responsible for both the budget and schedule and
managed the project to deliver the project on time and within budget.
5.9.1 The Budget
The project has been delivered within the budget set, with active monitoring
conducted throughout the project including:
•
•
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Weekly reviews – check with David and meeting notes from evaluation
meetings
Procurement processes in place including board requests for spends above
£10,000
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•
•

HLF Quarterly reviews
Project Board Quarterly reviews

Project Spend – the spend breakdown of the £575,000 HLF grant can be seen in
diagram 5 below, with the greatest spend, as expected, on the management and
delivery of the project.

!
Diagram 5: HLF Grant – Project Spend
Funding Challenges
i)
Travel Expenses – the initial bid to HLF factored in travel expenditure,
however, this was not revised following the expansion of the initial proposal
to a six-county region. This has been a major constraint of the project and
both the Project Manager and Project Sponsor have identified this as a critical
cost to factor into any future projects.
ii)

Resourcing – has been an issue based on the funding available, the
geographical area to cover and the many project deliverables required. To
overcome this, the Project Manager has been extremely resourceful
throughout the project, which the Project Sponsor considers him to be
incredibly good at. This has been evidence throughout the project:
• by developing museum relationships and networks to share resources and
facilities
• through the development of new skills within the team to produce
marketing and exhibition displays via newly acquired desk top publishing
and media skills (eliminating high cost design companies) and printing via
a local sign company
• by ‘outsourcing’ work to universities, as seen with the loan panels
produced by students at the Norwich University of the Arts (NUA).
• by introducing a competition at the Suffolk New
College for the design of the project logo. This
not only provides experience for the students
with a real-life design brief but also eliminates
the cost of commissioning a design company to do
the work.

This resourcefulness has enabled the project to achieve and deliver a vast amount
for the limited funding available, indeed, delivering more value than originally
planned.
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5.9.2 The Schedule
The project has delivered all required work within the 3-year project period. A
number of tasks and deliverables have been moved around however this has
generally been carried out to overcome resource restrictions and priorities. For
example, the website was delivered earlier than originally planned due to the
importance of this for event and project publicity and marketing. Other activities
were bought forward to reduce the resource requirement towards the end of the
project.
A number of delays have been experienced, including an authorised 2-month
extension granted by HLF:
•
•

•
•
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A 2-month delay occurred at the outset of the project due to a recruitment
lag for the recruitment of the Project Manager. The time required to recruit
was not anticipated.
A challenge to the project timeline was a delay with the CA work. Surveys,
and therefore the training, is not possible during late spring and summer
due to nettles and summer vegetation. This work has a restricted winter
window and therefore the project almost lost the first winter to achieve the
targets set. This was identified by Martin and used as a learning outcome.
Specialist input into the initial planning and management has been
identified as necessary and a requirement for future projects.
The interpretation board work was delivered later due to the change in plan
to church boards. This was flagged as a risk and a solution was found with
delivery by the end of the project.
Oral Histories and podcasts have been delivered within the 3-year time
frame however later than originally planned due to the time-intensive
aspect of this work and the difficulty in recruiting volunteers to work in this
area.
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6.0

EITE Project Success Evaluation

This section provides the results of the evaluation in respect of the project
outcomes and the fulfillment of the project objectives.
The results of the
evaluation for each objective are presented and include:
•
•
•

a narrative of research results
a case study (where applicable)
a summary table of objectives and benefits including indication of whether
these have been fulfilled

The sections are included as follows:
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8

EMO1
EMO2
EMO3
EMO4
EMO5
EMO6
EMO7
EMO8

EITE Online
Museum Development
Programme of Community Archaeology & Oral History
Interpret and Represent EITE History
Learning Programme
Project Infrastructure
Project Schedule and Budget Delivery
HLF Requirements

Note: All photographs used throughout this document are part of the EITE project,
of which the EITE project have ownership and/or authorised use.
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6.1

EMO 1 EITE Online

The EITE Online objective encompasses the development of the EITE project
website and the utilisation of the website and of social media to support the
communication and marketing of the EITE project; to distribute the knowledge
acquired throughout the research-based activities; and co-ordinate the events
across the region.
6.1.1 The Website
The website appears to have taken the individual pieces of the EITE history and
project and formed these into a professional and comprehensive project gateway,
accessing an extensive information resource and repository. It appears to have a
strong brand image and fulfills the objectives it set out to achieve providing a
central information repository to support effective communication, event coordination, marketing of the project and associated activities within the project
(and its participating organisations), and the access and distribution of knowledge
acquired throughout the project. This can be seen by the comprehensive website
content:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What’s On listing detailing events, both future, present and past
Education and learning resource page providing downloads of education and
learning supports for family activities (recipes, dot to dot and colouring),
teaching resources for KS2 and KS3,
CA including history walks and a guide on how to organise a walk, building
recording forms and information as well as links to airfield site plans
OHs including 40 recordings and stories from “The Brits”, “The Yanks” and the
EITE Exhibition, as well as training factsheets for OH recordings
Film footage
Information on the team and the plans for the project

The resulting success of the website can be seen in the total number of website
visits throughout the project’s duration, since the launch in February 2014:
No. Visits

No. Users

Page Views

44,603

31,233

129,854

The website alone has exposed the project to over 30,000 users, and interestingly
the percentage breakdown in age range for users is as follows:
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!
Diagram 6: % Website User Breakdown by Age
It would appear this is an effective medium to connect with younger audiences
with over 60% of users falling between 18 to 34 years of age.
The website users analysis also indicates the geographical distribution of users
providing evidence of international audience engagement.

!
Table 1: Geographical Distribution of Website Users
The website development was originally planned for April 2014, however the
Project Manager recognised the importance of its role in marketing and advertising
the EITE’s presence including upcoming events. The early implementation of the
project website is viewed as a critical success factor in managing communication
and the direction of the project amongst the multiple stakeholders.
An observation during the evaluation is the potential for links to other sites both
from the EITE site and also from the sites of participating organisations including
partner museums. This could further increase exposure as well as strengthening
the sustainability of the EITE’s legacy post project closure.
Website Survey Feedback – the surveys issued to both volunteers and museum
partners included a section on the project website.
12 of the 13 partner museums use the project website for a variety of purposes:
personal interest; monitoring; latest project news and events; queries and
interests about the project; educational material; information resources; share
content on media pages; obtain advice for OHs
!
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75% partner museum respondents found the websites highly effective
communicating events and activities (and 17% effective)
50% partner museum respondents found information distribution highly effective
(and 33% effective)
50% partner museum respondents found raising awareness of the EITE history
highly effective (and 42% effective)
70% of volunteer respondents access the project website for the following
purposes as presented in diagram 7 below:

!
Diagram 7: Volunteer Uses of the EITE Project Website
6.1.2 Social Media
The use of social media has been applauded throughout the evaluation, in
interviews, surveys and conversations and it seems this, with the website, has
been viewed as a component of their success. The utilisation of both Twitter and
Facebook (FB) has enabled the linking of organisations developing a strong
communication network. The following activity has been experienced for each
social media channel:
Twitter
No. Followers

No. Following

No. Post Likes

No. Tweets

929

458

1,176

1,439

Twitter has been a good support in extending the reach of the EITE ‘tweets’ with
‘retweets’ increasing the audience reach and exposure.
Facebook
No. Page Likes

Photos posted by FB
users

1,673

105

FB has enabled the sharing of information and photographs of EITE events and
other participating organisations’ events and updates. It has enabled other FB
users to post messages and enquiries to which the EITE were able to respond, for
!
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individuals to share their experiences and memories, to share relevant information
and updates and for the EITE team to understand who is interested in their
project. For example, a post about Parham Airfield, including 30 photos about the
airfield 3-years ago, sparked comments from numerous individuals and many likes:

FB has also enabled the Project Manager to deal with negative exposure from
disgruntled individuals e.g. one particular individual publicly criticised the
Heritage Guide. The Project Manager was provided with an opportunity to ‘quash’
negative talk by publicly responding. FB, if used effectively and appropriately, can
be considered a valuable Stakeholder Management communication tool.
Social Media Survey Feedback – the surveys issued to the volunteers and partner
museums included a section on social media with the following results:
40% of Partner Museum respondents follow Twitter, 40% of Partner Museum
respondents follow FB
86% of respondents who use social media found EITE’s social media informative,
raising awareness of events (walks, training), ideas and information; it has enabled
them to use EITE ‘tweets’ and FB posts on their own media sites; and enabled
them to learn further about the 8USAAF.
Over 50% of partner museums who use social media have seen an increase in
visitor numbers the associate with social media usage, with a significant increase
identified by 23% of respondents.
Over 90% of partner museum respondents were satisfied with the project website’s
role in marketing activity (with 50% highly satisfied)
Over 50% of partner museum respondents were satisfied with FB’s role in
marketing activity (with 33% highly satisfied and 50% not applicable)
Over 54% of partner museum respondents were satisfied with Twitter’s role in
marketing activity (with 36% highly satisfied; 45% not applicable)
Of the 38 responding volunteers, 10 follow FB and 4 follow Twitter. Volunteers
appear to use social media for a number of purposes with the main use being
project updates and information on forthcoming events including specific event
details, as can be seen below in diagram 8.
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!
Diagram 8: Volunteer Uses of EITE Social Media
20% of volunteer respondents found the use of social media highly effective to
them, 27% found it to be very effective and 20% found it effective (33% indicated
not applicable)
6.1.3 Summary of EMO1
The overall response has been extremely positive about the EITE’s use of both, and
indeed, the interviews held with various stakeholder groups have all commented
on how the EITE have used the two mediums extremely effectively in spreading the
word and promoting the project in its entirety.
There were no targets for the utilisation of social media and the website, other
than scheduled implementation dates; additionally, compiling benchmark figures
was not possible due to the uniqueness of the EITE project.
Therefore a
quantitative measurement of success is not possible, however, based on both
website and social media activity and the feedback from stakeholder groups, this
objective is considered a success and indeed critical success factor of the project:
“They’ve done a lot to help us with social media...they do it really well…and seem
very adept.” (Jason Webb, Bottisham Museum)
Due to the success of this objective in establishing and strengthening the raising of
awareness and the building of a network, it is proposed future projects look to
potentially provide training on the use of social media as a communication and
networking tool. Approximately 22 volunteers and approximately 8 partner
museums did not use social media; we do not understand the reasons behind this,
however, education may increase the reach of the project and the ultimate
expansion of the engaged audience.
In addition, a further recommendation is to capitalise on the power of social media
and the online community by working with participating organisations and partners
to include their website and social media links on the EITE site and visa versa.
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Objective 1 EITE Online
Area
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St
at
us

Notes/Evidence

Tar
get

Develop a project Ye Launch date: 10 February 2014
website by April
s
Total visits/users from 10 February 2014 to
2014
15 November 2016: 44,603 visits 31,233
users
Over 50% of visitors, according to Google
Analytics, were between the ages of 18 and
34 years of age, possible evidence of the
project’s success in targeting a wider
audience base.

(Tar
get
date
:
Apri
l
201
4)

Develop a social Ye Twitter account created September 2013;
media based
s
FB page created November 2013
network by March
FB activity: 1,673 likes and 31,612 people
2014
talking about this page, according to FB
search
Twitter activity: 929 followers, 458
following, 1,439 tweets on Twitter
8 8 % o f Pa r t n e r M u s e u m s f o u n d i t
informative providing project updates,
upcoming events, providing posts/tweets to
circulate via their media sites as well as
learning about more about the EITE history
62% of Partner Museums surveyed use social
media; 37% Volunteers surveyed use social
media

(No
targ
ets
set)

Support the
project in
communication

(No
targ
ets
set)

Ye 31,233 number site visitors; 44,603 number
s
site visitors; 129,854 page views
Used to update events, distribute
newsletters and online resources, promote
activities on the project, provide project
updates, provide contact details and provide
functionality for users to make project
enquiries
Over 90% of Partner Museums found the
website effective, with 75% considering it
highly effective in communicating events
and activities
50% of respondents believe the
communication and marketing activity on
the website and social media has increased
their visitor numbers.
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Area

St
at
us

Notes/Evidence

Support the
project with
marketing

Ye 31,233 number site visitors; 44,603 number
s
site visitors; 129,854 page views
What’s On page with upcoming events
information
Event information posted on FB and Twitter
EITE Monthly Newsletter distributed via the
website and targeting subscribers (over
1,000 subscribers database)
Over 90% of Partner Museums found the
website effective, with 75% considering it
highly effective in communicating events
and activities.
50% of respondents believe the
communication and marketing activity on
the website and social media has increased
their visitor numbers.
Volunteers identified the main uses of the
website to enquire on upcoming events and
their specific dates as well as to access the
newsletter and to understand any general
project updates.

(No
targ
ets
set)

Support the
project with
event coordination

Ye 31,233 number site visitors; 44,603 number
s
site visitors; 129,854 page views
Updating both the website and social media
network with details of events including
times and location:
70% of website-engaged volunteers use the
project website for upcoming events
83% of social media-engaged volunteers use
social media for upcoming events
67% of social media-engaged volunteers use
social media for specific event details
56% of website-engaged volunteers use the
project website for specific event details

(No
targ
ets
set)
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Tar
get

Area

St
at
us

Notes/Evidence

Support the
distribution of
knowledge

Ye 31,233 number site visitors; 44,603 number
s
site visitors; 129,854 page views
The survey and interviews indicate the
website is used for the following
information:
• E d u c a t i o n a l L e a r n i n g Pa c k s a n d
curriculum linked activities
• Photographs, archived film, stories and
memories, airfields and locations,
museums and exhibitions
• Podcasts and oral Histories including fact
sheets on how to record oral histories
• EITE monthly newsletter
• Online photographic exhibition
• Walks (How to guide for leading
successful heritage walks)
• Archaeology Building Recording Forms
and Instructions

Digital flythrough No This objective requirement was revised as
processed via a change request to the
Project Board and HLF due to a further
feasibility study on the value of this, which
identified high costs. An alternative more
cost effective option (digital consoles) was
identified and the request approved (see
objective 2).
A point was made within the partner
museum survey, by a partner who is also on
the Project Board, that the project had not
fulfilled what they had intended to due to
the change in the digital output.
Expectations were not met here, however, it
is believed the change in approach was
necessary to comply with budgets and
enable the delivery of other outputs such as
the heritage guide, the digital consoles and
other additional deliverables.
Objective 1 – Benefits summary
Related Benefits:

!
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Fulf Evidence/Comments
ille
d
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Tar
get
(No
targ
ets
set)

Raise awareness
of EITE history
(physical
landscape and
social impact)

Yes The website includes pages on all activities and events
run, provides information packs and fact sheets for
download, podcasts and oral histories available for
download and access, news and stories from the
project.
The Partner Museum survey indicates the
belief the website has raised awareness of the EITE
history with 92% of respondents flagging this as being
effective (46% highly effective, 46% very effective). In
addition, with a user base of 31,233, it is anticipated a
degree of awareness would have been achieved due to
the high volume of users.

Co-ordinate and
promote events
across the region

Yes All EITE events published on the website and via the
newsletter also accessible via the website. Website and
social media accessible nationwide and internationally.

Legacy of project
in place after
project
completion

Yes Agreement in place with the website organisation to
maintain the website for 10 years.
Project closure phase includes modification of site for
future access, establishing the site as an information
repository with interactive Heritage Guide.
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6.2

EMO2 Museum development

The EITE project identified, as a key requirement of the project, the needs of
museums including the need to work together, to become more up to date and
develop their capacity in order to attract a wider audience to not only sustain
their business but to sustain the legacy of the 8USAAF.
6.2.1 The Museum Spend
With an investment of £53,800, individual museums have received the following
support with an additional £17,000 spend on museum-wide deliverables (training,
print and publicity including the Heritage Guide) to support this objective.

!
Diagram 9: Invested Spend by Museum
Note: Not all museums required financial input however they have benefited from
other support as well as a £17,000 museum-wide spend on marketing and print
activities.
6.2.2 Training
It would appear the EITE project has supported region-wide museums in their
development, which has included a comprehensive programme of training via
SHARE East:
•
•
•
•
•

Keeping a Record: The essentials of Museum Documentation
Basic Display Techniques
How to run School Visits and Family Events
Every Object Tells a Story
Running a big public event

Approximately 86 individuals from across the region have attended museum
development training. It would appear, training has been well received and it is
believed the impact of training, according to the Partner Museum Survey
conducted, has contributed to an increase in visitors for 30% of respondents with
comments as follows:
!
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“Absolutely. ‘Word of mouth’ about the improvements has attracted a higher
number of visitors”.
“Has given the whole movement a real momentum and placed greater emphasis on
attracting a wider audience rather than just existing enthusiasts”.
“Since its [EITE] assistance, the museum has been able to attract higher visitor
numbers and has given the volunteers the determination to continue with
improvements”.
According to the Partner Museum Survey, the training has enabled museums (and
staff) to review and enhance the displays and documentation, in some cases
transform their museums, “Prior to training, the museum failed to ‘tell the story’…
After attending the Basic Display Techniques session, our volunteers were given
ideas and the impetus to change the museum display. It was probably the most
important impact EITE had on the …Museum”. The survey comments appear to
support the EITE’s sustainability aim by referring to the skills that will be taken
forward into the future, and the knowledge acquired by the museums, staff
(including volunteers).
6.2.3 Events & Activities
The events organised with the EITE have had a beneficial impact on museums by
creating interest in the museum, raising awareness within the local community and
within schools, presenting the heritage in a completely different way to draw a
different audience. This subsequently supports the objective to enhance the
heritage programme delivery, encourage an increase in visitors and overall support
the museums in developing skills and capacity. The events considered the most
effective in adding value to the museum are listed in order of popularity:
Event/Activity

Ranke
d

Museum development 1
training
Archaeological training

1

A walk-through history

2

OH training

3

School Visit

4

Theatre ‘Somewhere in 4
England’
Exhibition

5

Family Day

5

School Outreach Sessions

6

Table 2: Ranked value events & activities
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Interestingly training has been viewed as the activity contributing the greatest
value to the museums, providing them with further capacity and skills to develop
and enhance the museums.
6.2.4 Marketing Activity
The EITE have implemented a series of methods to support the marketing of
partner museums and their events and activities. The partner museum survey
respondents rated the marketing activity with positive ratings for all activity (only
1 respondent indicated dissatisfaction with activity at events). The following
results table (table 3) includes satisfaction rates (note: this tables excludes ‘not
applicable’ response).
M a r k e t i n g H i g h l y V e r y Satisfied
Activity
Satisfied
Satisfied

N
o
t
Satisfied

Heritage Guide

50%

14%

14%

0%

M o n t h l y E I T E 46%
Newsletter

15%

31%

0%

EITE Website

46%

23%

23%

0%

Facebook

31%

8%

15%

0%

Twitter

33%

8%

17%

0%

At Events

50%

8%

8%

8%

Table 3: EITE Marketing Activity Satisfaction Rates
With all activities considered satisfactory (except 1 ‘not satisfied’ respondent) and
the majority indicating ‘highly satisfied’, it can be concluded that marketing
activity has worked effectively from the museum’s perspective.
The EITE team also provided support to museums in developing their online and
social media presence as reported within the Project Board meeting notes.
6.2.5 Education
The EITE have developed, with the support of a number of museums and SHARE
East, a programme of education, including the provision of online resources and
running of numerous school outreach sessions. It appears this work has proved
beneficial to the participating museums by raising awareness of the museum as
well as other benefits outlined in diagram 10 below:
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!
Diagram 10: Impact of School Education Programme
6.2.6 Interns
The placement of interns was introduced to support the museums with academic
and writing skills, as well as providing an opportunity for Interns to learn
workplace skills in interpretation and presentation to increase employability.
Based on interviews, surveys and project documentation, it appears this benefit
has been fulfilled. The survey indicates a 100% highly effective rating for the
Intern placements with comments that suggest an extremely positive impact on
the museum:
• “Karina went above and beyond her role and was a fantastic Ambassador for
the museum, helping out with education and events”
• “Better access to archive material”
• “The instructions Alex wrote are really useful when I am speaking to other oral
history projects”
• “Adam was a very keen and dedicated young man, he was hard working and
helped our museum evolve, he had fresh ideas and good knowledge of how to
achieve these”.
6.2.7 Lessons
Generally, the surveyed museums have responded to the question of potential
project improvements with:
•
•

the requirement for a longer project addressing a fear that the work will lose
momentum and project legacy disappear;
or that they are unable to think of any improvements to make.

Based on the museum survey, there were a number of disgruntled comments of
note (2 comments). These relate mainly to specific museums where there is an
awareness of issues relating to their level of involvement. As recommended within
the stakeholder management section 5.9.4, the setting of stakeholder expectations
would benefit stakeholder relations and make clear the role of each stakeholder.
What also has to be considered in light of these comments is the nature of some
organisations within this sector and the challenges of territory protection,
inclusion and the threat of the EITE team as new entrants; these issues need to be
addressed (where possible) to reduce resentment and ensuing negativity about the
project.
!
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6.2.8 Perception of Success
A perception of success is evident in the development of museums based on the
case study below and the general consensus of the museum survey, with 84% of
respondents rating it as successful (2 respondents had no opinion). Indeed, their
perception of the different aspects of the project indicates an overall perception
of success (see Table 4):
Area of Success

% Respondents rating
success (and above)

Museum Development & 84%
Support
Sustaining & Preserving the 92%
EITE legacy
Increasing awareness of the 92%
EITE history and its impact
on the region
Pulling together the local 84%
communities with the
regional museums and EITE
heritage
Table 4: Ratings of Success
6.2.9 Case Study – Bottisham Museum
The following case study provides a more in-depth understanding of what has been
achieved within the museums throughout the project:
About Bottisham Museum
Bottisham Museum is a small, relatively young airfield
museum, which opened in 2009, operating out of the
historical airfield buildings. The museum’s mission is to
commemorate the services of the RAF, Belgian Air force
and the US 8th Air Force (specifically the 361st Bomber
Group) whom were stationed at the airbase in 1944 to
1945.
They not only wish to commemorate the
servicemen serving the airfield during WW2 but to also
embrace the local community’s role within this history. The community was a quiet
remote community (with many not even having ever travelled to London) and the
impact of a 2000-strong Air Force arrival would have had a significant impact on
the lives of the local people.
The museum is currently
undergoing substantial
development to both modernize
and recreate many of the current
features and functions of the base
to share the exhibits and stories of
this airfield and surrounding
!
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community and they are currently working on a proposal to the Heritage Lottery
Fund (HLF) for funding to fulfill their future plans.
Jason Webb currently manages Bottisham Museum. He is a local man who decided
to change his career in legal recruitment to manage the development and
operation of Bottisham Museum (enabled by the support of a Museum Trustee).
Jason had no previous experience of museum development or management before
his employment at Bottisham other than a passionate interest as a hobby.
Bottisham’s relative newness, its ambitious plans, the inexperience of Jason and
the wish to widen the scope of their visiting audience has exposed Bottisham
Museum to many challenges. However, the last two or so years has seen much
success in its development and Jason Webb believes much of this progress has
been supported significantly by the EITE project.
The EITE project team have worked closely with Jason for 12-18 months, since
commencement of the Cambridgeshire/Bedfordshire hub, during which time he has
been extremely impressed by the practicality, responsiveness and support they
have provided as a team to both the museum and the preservation of this history,
“All of them have the same mindset, they are very keen to broaden the appeal of
the subject matter, it’s been a very cohesive team I think”.
EITE Project at Bottisham Museum
The EITE has supported the development of capacity and skills within Bottisham
via numerous activities and contributions to their operation, as follows:
Museum Development – The EITE’s programme of training has been a real benefit
in Museum Development at Bottisham.
Often airfield museums are run by
volunteers with little formal training, so to provide training to these aviation
organisations “is a very adroit move on their [EITE] part”. Jason has been
impressed with the training, which has included display and documentation
training. This has enabled him to meet various professional standards, give him
confidence in the decisions he makes, as well as provoking thought in the way
exhibits are displayed in order to capture the interests of differing audiences and
meet what he believes is an evolving requirement to be “more immersive, more
interactive” to engage people.
To expand, museums require funding and support, which has led to Bottisham’s
imminent application for an HLF grant. Jason Webb is very new to the museum
sector and the EITE team has been able to provide support with this transition
including valuable advice on HLF grant applications with an offer to review the
application prior to submission.
Jason believes the support of the EITE project has been invaluable during much of
the museum development to date especially the cataloguing; digitisation and
accessibility of Bottisham’s photograph collection (approximately 800
photographs). Bottisham neither had the human resource or equipment to execute
this work. At this point, the EITE was able to facilitate a solution to this resourcing
issue by creating an Intern placement with the museum for the cataloguing of
!
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Bottisham’s photographic collection and subsequent publishing of the collection to
the public domain.
This is where the EITE were able to deliver huge value to Bottisham. They
recruited an intern, “a highly capable and proactive individual” according to
Jason, to carry out the project, and organised this project to be based at the
Duxford Imperial War Museum (IWM) enabling the use of both facilities and to
upload the digitised photographs to the American Air Museum (AAM) site. The
Intern also supported Duxford with the digitisation of photographs for their Roger
Freeman Collection. The utilisation of the AAM site was a fabulous result for
Bottisham with a potential annual visitor exposure of approximately 1 million users
(as opposed to 1000 or so currently visiting the Bottisham site).
This has
significantly increased the exposure of the EITE history and the Bottisham Museum.
The relationship built between the two museums (one vast, the other a small local
museum) has been a true success for Bottisham. This relationship, facilitated by
the EITE, has quickly deepened to a level where Duxford are now donating
artifacts from their rationalised collections and other items (such as display
cabinets) they no longer require. As Jason commented, “This would not have
happened without the EITE contribution…Duxford was a massive breakthrough for
us…the EITE has opened lots of doors with Duxford which has been fantastic”.
Assistance with the co-ordination and marketing of events – Jason has applauded
the EITE’s approach to marketing and communication via their use of social media,
mainly Twitter and Facebook; indeed, a friend’s ‘like’ of the EITE Facebook page
triggered his initial interest in the project. “They’ve done a lot to help us with
social media...they do it really well…and seem very adept.” Support has included
the promoting of Bottisham events, as well as broadening the knowledge of their
Nissen Hut development, achieved via Facebook posts, Twitter tweets and the EITE
newsletter accessed via their website and targeted emails.
The support of events marketing proved extremely successful with an airfield walk
in July 2016, organised by the EITE, attracting 90 walkers including a real cross
section of people (families, children, couples and individuals of all ages, nonenthusiasts and enthusiasts), as Jason said “It was an amazing turnout…and nice to
see not all the regular faces!”

The EITE Community Archaeologist presented the walk from an archaeological
point of view, which had not been done before. This raised awareness of the
history from a different perspective including the size and detail of the airfield,
!
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information established from the building recording training day held at Bottisham
in April 2016.
A further marketing tool provided by EITE is the new Heritage Guide, which has put
Bottisham on the map and reached an audience and distribution they could not
have dreamed for with currently 25,000 guides distributed.
Nissen Hut Film and Equipment – As part of the development at Bottisham, they
have been reconstructing a Nissen Hut to house the main museum. To date this
has been totally supported and funded by volunteers. As well as providing updates
via their website, social media and the EITE newsletter, the EITE also offered to
film the development of this building, including the installation of the wall mural
painted by an EITE serviceman.
Jason thought they would send a camera man to get a few
clips, however, the film, in Jason’s words “was absolutely
amazing…I don’t think a lot of people realised what was
involved in making the Nissen Hut, the film does a really
good job of getting this across…I think it was amazing
because it captured the spirit of the project which is very
rare in film I find”.
The film has been presented at numerous events including
the EITE Festival, the Bottisham Grand Opening (where
20/30 people were watching throughout the day at any one time) where the
feedback from visitors has been very positive. The EITE loaned their projector to
Bottisham for the various events however are now about to purchase a projector
for the museum to enable the presentation of the film within the museum, along
with an office computer which “adds real value” to Jason.
Bottisham are extremely appreciative of the EITE in funding various items of
equipment including two digital consoles recently installed and subsequently used
at their grand opening. According to Jason, this was a very easy straightforward
installation including the installation and extension of their Wi-Fi signal, which
now enables Jason to work onsite. “I think nowadays a modern museum has to be
more immersive, more interactive, touchy-feely, if you’re looking to attract a
younger audience, that’s why I was keen to have digital consoles, you’ve got to
have a variety of mediums for the public. People need to be engaged”.
Education & Learning – Education has been identified as a key theme within the
project as recognised by Jason. Bottisham had embarked on some school
interaction prior to the EITE where they discovered that less than 5% of children in
local schools were aware of an airfield at Bottisham. The EITE Learning Officer
introduced Jason to the EITE Education Programme, which the museum is keen to
roll out. The museum wishes to eventually personalise the programme, to improve
and develop the foundations provided by the EITE. These foundations are further
evidence of both the facilitator role the EITE project has performed and the future
sustainability of the EITE legacy. Education Packs have been distributed to a couple
of schools, with positive feedback from the first teacher who received the pack.
!
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He remarked it looked great and is now looking to organise a Bottisham visit in
early 2017.
Oral History (OH) – Due to delays at Bottisham, the OH training has not yet taken
place, however equipment has been funded for the Museum and training will be
provided as soon as Jason is able to schedule this. Indeed there are numerous
elderly villagers who wish to share their memories, with Bottisham Museum, of
their childhood during the ‘friendly invasion’. OH audio outputs will add to the
ways in which Bottisham can provide information and engage their visitors.
Challenges of the Project
Jason believes, the EITE project vision has been clear to the majority of parties,
and that is “to engage as many people as possible and widen the audience net”.
This vision however has been viewed as a threat and is in conflict with the perhaps
insular and niche views of some groups and organisations.
As remarked by Jason, the nature of heritage projects can draw overly protective,
insular and well-established enthusiasts and interest groups, which can be
problematical to project development. He believes, this has been the case within
the EITE project where a very limited number of well-established groups have
been skeptical and threatened by the work of the EITE, viewing their role as
infiltrator rather than facilitator. Fortunately, this has not hindered progress
however Jason believes encompassing them within the EITE movement to sustain
the legacy, specifically the Museum Network, may be difficult.
The EITE has initiated the establishment of a network of museums (Museum
Network) across the East to share advice, ideas, resources and knowledge at
regular Museum Network meetings. The first meeting took place in October 2016
and there is a shared action plan to take this forward. He hopes as this network
builds strength that the isolated groups come on board. Jason does feel the
presence of the EITE for a little longer would be of benefit to support the
establishment of deeper foundations.
Lessons Learned
The EITE Project experience has been an extremely positive and valuable
experience for Bottisham Museum and when considering areas for improvement or
change, comments are limited. The main comment was “I would have liked it to
have been the whole 3 years…more of the whole thing because they have been a
very positive influence”.
Bottisham’s experience has identified a number of key strengths and factors that
would benefit any future projects of this nature:
•
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Facilitating a support network connecting people to share resources and
facilities, skills and knowledge. “They [EITE] are very much an enabler trying to
get people to work together which I think is great because in the past there has
been too much of people doing their own thing…” (Jason Webb, Bottisham
Museum).
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•
•

•

•

The effective utilisation of social media to promote the museum/heritage
organisation’s activities and events to stimulate interest including extending
the audience reach.
Supporting educational institutions with practical experience for students and
graduates, empowering our future workforce by providing intern placements to
hardworking, committed and capable students, giving them the opportunity to
learn, apply new skills and experience work within the heritage sector.
Organise events which encompass/embrace the local community and businesses
and appeal to a wider audience, the non-enthusiasts e.g. Heritage Walks,
dances, theatre productions, family days. Bottisham has benefited from an
increase in visitor activity according to Jason and as has been evidenced from
the Heritage Walk.
It would appear Bottisham has enjoyed and valued the support role of the EITE
project and there is an argument for a continued phase of the project in
ensuring the infrastructure implemented is maintained and nurtured for full
benefit realisation.

6.2.10
Summary of EMO2
According to Jason, the EITEs approach appears to have embraced everything this
specific sector requires to move forward into the future “a modern, fresh, allembracing, all inclusive, enabling” method of working. From the capitalisation of
social media and online technology to both distribute knowledge and spread the
word, to the ways in which they celebrate the findings of the project in novel ways
such as Heritage Walks and theatre productions, to the facilitating of partnerships,
the empowering of organisations and individuals to carry on the work effectively to
a better standard to enrich the experience of all involved and sustain the legacy of
the EITE.
It is believed Bottisham Museum are proof that the future sustainability of the
legacy will occur, based on the infrastructure and support the EITE have provided
to them. They are able to implement Heritage Walks, collect Oral Histories from
the local community, provide professional and modern museum exhibits and
facilities; all this to support a wider audience encompassing tourists, local
communities, the young and old in order to keep the memories and history alive of
the 8USAAF at Bottisham.
A comment left by one museum within the museum survey is testament to the
achievement of the EITE project, “The best support the museum has obtained in
its 16 year history”.
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Objective 2 Museum Development
Area

St Notes/Evidence
at
us
*

Target

Support
Ye 12 partner museums involved within the museum No
target
the
s
development initiative
develop
Tr a i n i n g p r o v i d e d t o 8 6 i n d i v i d u a l s f r o m
ment of
participating museums on how run family events,
capacity
displays and documentation
and skills
Digital consoles provided to 5 partners as well as
within
other equipment such as projects and computers
local
Supporting museums in the organisation of family
museums
days organised, school visits
and
£53,700 spent on the development of museums
organisat
ions
Encourag
e an
increase
in
visitors
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Ye It would appear from the museum survey that both No
s
the marketing activity and museum development target
training has positively influenced an increase in
visitors, as also commented by Bottisham Museum
when discussing the Heritage Walk held at
Bottisham.
The Heritage Guide has been viewed as the top
marketing activity according to the survey. A
circulation of 25,000 is something many of the
museums could only dream about as remarked by
Jason Webb at Bottisham.
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Program Ye Difference course types (5) run including: Basic
me of
s
Display, Documentation, Objects, Running a School
training
visit, Running Big Public Event with 86 attendees
develop
from across the region.
ment,
Training has proven invaluable to a number of the
skills
museums where skills have been applied within the
sharing
museum, resulting in an increase in visitors and a
for staff
higher standard of professionalism.
and
volunteer
s

Assist
with coordinatio
n and
marketin
g of
events
program
me
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Display:
2 (6
attende
es
Family
events:
2 (6
attende
es)
Docume
ntation:
2 (6
attende
es)
Objects:
2 (6
attende
es)
Big
public
event
1 (20
attende
es)
Target
attende
es: 68

Ye The publicising of events via the EITE website, No
s
newsletter and social media has seen an increase in target
visitor numbers according to the museums surveyed.
The production of a Heritage Guide to publicise the
airfield museums was viewed as the most popular
marketing activity by museums, according to the
museum survey. This has been distributed to 25,000
to date. This survey highlighted the overall success
of all marketing activity where only 1 respondent
indicated not satisfied against the marketing at
events.
Film production to market the development of the
Nissen Hut at Bottisham Museum has provided a
further dimension to the visitor experience at
Bottisham as well as providing further promotional
opportunity to attract a wider and increased
audience.
The majority of museums rated ‘highly satisfied’ for
the different marketing activities they were
requested to rate within the museum survey.
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Provision
of IT
capabilit
y to
present
history
via
different
mediums

Note: a
flythrough
was
originally
planned
however a
change
request
was
authorized
due to cost
issues

Ye Installation of digital consoles at 5 partner museums Revised
delivera
s
with 1 outstanding installation.
ble
A respondent of the museum survey noted the
change in digital delivery in that the project hadn’t
met all its intended outcomes. However, following
evaluation, it appears this change was necessary to
deliver quality outputs within the schedule and
budgets available. The digital flythrough proved to
be impractical for the EITE project; if the team had
progressed this, the project would potentially have
failed to deliver a digital output, potentially
jeopardising other planned outputs.
Other IT-based equipment has been funded by the
EITE including projectors, computer and OH
equipment for audio

Objective 2 – Benefits summary
Related
Benefits:

Ful
fill
ed

Evidence/Comments

Interns learn
heritage
workplace skills
including
interpretation
and
presentation
and increase
employability

Yes This has been fulfilled according to intern feedback
via the Intern survey, reflective profiles and the
Intern Case Study where the Intern now has a wideranging base of skills and experience within the
heritage sector, and has enabled her to secure a role
within the heritage and education sector.
She
absolutely believes this was down to her EITE
experience and attributes her employment success to
her Internship at the EITE “I wouldn’t have got the
role [running an YMCA HLF-funded project] if I hadn’t
worked on the EITE project”.
The Museums have realised the benefits of their
Intern placements, recognising the value they
contributed within their organisations as can be seen
in the case study as well as the 100% highly effective
response on the Intern’s value within their museum.

Partners will
benefit from
academic and
writing skills of
interns
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Yes 100% of respondents who had an EITE internship
when asked if the Intern added value to the museum,
indicated the Intern was highly effective.
A partner survey respondent stated, “The instructions
which Alex wrote are really useful when I am speaking
to other oral history project”.
EITE Project Evaluation

Related
Benefits:

Ful
fill
ed

Greater
awareness of
size/detail of
airfield

Yes Surveys conducted and recorded for approximately 95
airfields.
14 Heritage Walks held run by the EITE community
archaeologists.
Photographs and maps are available via the project
website and record offices for public access.

Demonstrate
what found

Yes Across the events (including end of hub exhibitions),
via the website and social media, within information
fact sheets and education packs accessible via the
website, exhibited within partner museums.

Improved
experience of
visitor

Yes Enhanced museum displays including the professional
standard of display, with a number of museums
reporting increased visitor numbers due to the
museum development work.
The installation of Digital Consoles is also considered
as an improved experience by providing a different
means of providing information, as Bottisham Museum
noted, “I think nowadays a modern museum has to be
more immersive, more interactive, touchy-feely, if
you’re looking to attract a younger audience, that’s
why I was keen to have digital consoles, you’ve got to
have a variety of mediums for the public. People
need to be engaged”

Understand
organisations
strengths and
weaknesses

Yes The various training sessions have provided the
museums with a benchmark from which to measure
their service and determine where they require
enhancements and improvements.

Enhance
volunteer/
intern
experience for
individual self
respect and
employability

Yes Both the Intern survey and case study provide
evidence this has been achieved. The museum survey
indicates the importance of the museum development
training to volunteers in supporting them in the
enhancement of the museum displays. It can be
assumed an individuals self-respect is raised when
they become more capable as a result of training and
where the skills have been applied to a successful
end.

Volunteers gain
practical
experience

Yes The museum survey strongly suggests volunteers have
gained practical experience when noting that
volunteers have applied the skills learnt in producing
professional standard displays and enhancements to
the museum.
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Related
Benefits:

Ful
fill
ed

Evidence/Comments

Greater support Yes Shared training experiences and the ability of
between
volunteers to better support the museum and their
volunteer and
staff.
staff (more
sustainable
museums)
Empowering
participants in
running
informal family
events

Yes A Young Explorers Conference was held to support
museums in the running of both school visits, family
events and big public events.

Greater
capacity for
museum to run
family events

Yes The Young Explorers Conference provided training on
running family events.
as well as the work the EITE have done with museum
partners on organizing family events; the EITE
experience will have provided a template from which
museums can work with for future events
Digital consoles and the training provided for museum
development supports the museum in providing richer
more engaging displays and exhibits.

Families benefit Yes Following training and the EITE involvement,
from more
museums are able to provide a more professional and
structured
engaging event and provision to families, as indicated
events
within the museum survey. Note: visitor feedback
would provide a more accurate understanding of this.
Better quality
events and
museum for
visitors
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Yes It is thought the museum development training will
support the realisation of this benefit, as indicated
already by a number of museums in the museum
survey. In addition, the EITE have worked with
museum partners to organise family events and it is
anticipated this experience will have provided a
template from which museums can work from for
future events.
The skills applied, according to the museum survey,
appear to have enhanced their service and
experience. Note: visitor feedback would provide a
more accurate understanding of this.
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6.3

EMO3 Programme of Community Archaeology & Oral History

A fundamental basis of the EITE project, in order to preserve the legacy of the
EITE, is to identify, gather and record numerous aspects of the EITE history across
the East of England, including:
•
•

Airfield archaeology and the impact of these on the physical landscape
Memories and stories from people who were present during this time

This information can then be developed into different formats to engage people
and widen the interested audience, create records for history preservation and
sustain the legacy of the EITE.
An important aspect of this objective is the involvement and participation of
volunteers and the local community. Nick Patrick, Project Sponsor and initiator of
the EITE project, identified the critical role of volunteers and how they have been
responsible for the preservation of this history to date. He states, “If we can
replicate their [enthusiasts across the region] passion and dedication, then we will
have a very successful project and a vibrant legacy”.
6.3.1 Hub Model
A key requirement has been to ensure the project focus is distributed as evenly as
possible across all 5 EITE hubs (Cambridgeshire/Bedfordshire, Hertfordshire, Essex,
Norfolk, Suffolk). The two most local and well-known hubs were implemented due
to the historical intensity of these areas as well as the in-depth knowledge,
expertise and resources available to the project team for these areas. The
experience gained from the first 2 hubs provided the team with more experience
and understanding of what is required for the later, lesser-known area hubs.
This staged, prototype model appears to have worked and a key success of the
project, in the opinion of the Project Sponsor is the success experienced in Luton,
one of the later rollouts. He attributes this to the Project Manager who knew this
area well but it is also believed the experience gained from previous hubs
contributed to this success.
6.3.2 Oral History (OH)
An OH programme was identified as being key to the project in the recording of
the social impact the 8USAAF had on the East of England. These stories appear to
have been pivotal in changing the way in which this history has been presented,
providing a different content and appealing to a different audience. The Intern
involved in the development of the Touring exhibition produced the foundation
narrative for the exhibition based on stories extracted from the OHs, which she
believes provided a new perspective for this history. She received a comment from
Duxford Imperial War Museum (IWM) on how good it was to hear stories never
heard before (see section 6.6 for the Intern’s experience).
An example of the OH findings initiating an event was evidenced at the Halesworth
Museum where an EITE facilitated event, ‘the Yanks are Coming’ was organised
based on the OH training and work carried out by the museum. This received great
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reviews including a Halesworth Gazette review (see Appendix 2). Halesworth
Museum will continue independently with their OH work providing evidence of the
sustainability infrastructure in place.
2 OH training sessions were held with 13 attendees.
51 OHs have been delivered across the hubs.
OH type

Number

‘Brits’

25

‘Yanks’

7

The Exhibition

8

Others

11

Table 5: Oral History Numbers
This area of the project proved difficult to deliver within schedule due to the
time-intensive nature of the OH process, as commented by the Project Sponsor.
The time issue impacted on the number of volunteers available to conduct the
work and has led the Project Sponsor to thinking of ways in which the process can
be simplified and made less time-intensive in future.
However, the training and equipment provided to museums has provided an
infrastructure to continue this work and numerous museums commented on the
further work they have planned for OH work. According to a museum survey
respondent, the OH training provided has “enabled us to recruit volunteers to
deliver our oral history project, which is still ongoing”. It would appear the OH
training has supported museums in recruiting volunteers as further comments were
made within the museum survey leading to the establishing of a volunteer project
within one museum.
OH records have been uploaded to the EITE website with a link also to SoundCloud;
tags have also been set up for SoundCloud searches; and records sent to HERS for
archiving and public access.
Training was offered to the public and interest groups, advertised via the EITE
newsletter, at events and via the EITE website. Requests to individuals who were
part of this era have been sent out via the EITE website as well as during the local
and regional events held throughout the project.
According to the museum survey, 2 respondents attended OH training (1 further
respondent has yet to complete training due to other commitments). According to
1 respondent, they initially recruited 8 volunteers after training which has now
formed a core team of 5. The museum found the OH training the most beneficial
aspect of the EITE project.
Note: Training session feedback forms were completed for sessions however these
have not reached the evaluator for consideration.
!
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6.3.3 Community Archaeology (CA)
Recording the archaeology of the landscape was considered
necessary to record the impact of the airfields on the region, as well
as preserving what is there currently, in order to preserve this
period in history and celebrate the enormity of this endeavor during
WW2. The following activity has taken place:
12 surveys, 77 Attendees
11 CA training sessions, 120 Attendees
Training – has been offered to museums, interest groups, enthusiasts and the wider
public, advertised via the EITE newsletter, at events, direct email and via the EITE
website. This has been provided at numerous airfield sites. Feedback from the CA
training has been provided via post-training surveys (completed at the end of each
training session), the volunteer and museum surveys and from the case study
interviews.
According to the training session feedback, attendees considered the training to be
‘very good’, the top rating all-round for activity content, organisation, event
coordinator performance and pre-course information, with an average rating ‘very
good’ across all session attendees.
The feedback indicated the success of training in attendees’ learning experience
based on whether new skills were developed and existing skills developed further:
Learning

%

New Skills Learnt

72

Developed Skills Further

65

Did not develop new/existing
skills

5

Table 7: Learning & Developing Skills
At this point, the attendees were asked (in a comments section) to indicate
whether they would be able to apply these skills in the future. Positive feedback
was received, however, both the museum and volunteer surveys capture a later
consensus on whether the training has actually been applied. The results suggest
skills learnt have been applied, as does the volunteer case study (section 6.3.6
below) where there is an example of skill application at Thorpe Abbotts Airfield.
47% of volunteers attended archaeology training, the most popular course type
with volunteers
97% of respondents (across all course types) rated their learning experience as
effective and above (with 36% highly effective and 25% very effective)
75% (across all course types) learnt new skills
50% (across all course types) have applied the skills learnt since training with 57%
respondents applying archaeology-based training skills
!
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43% of museum respondents attended archaeology training and consider this
training to be one of the most added value activities (50%) the EITE provided
(alongside Museum Development training)
The training survey feedback includes comments, which can be associated to the
attendees experiencing enhanced wellbeing, social engagement and a sense of
community:
“A nice walk in the sunshine”
“Working with others”
“Walk in the country meeting new
people”
“Finding new things”, “Learning new
things”
“Taking part in worth while activity”
“Opportunity to be outside”
“Getting outside”
“Meeting other interested volunteers”

“Working in a small group of people”
“Meeting with others of similar
interests”
“Chatting to other delegates”
“Making contact with other likeminded people”
“Fresh air”
“Shared enthusiasm”;

Excavations have been held involving local schools. These have proved extremely
successful with finds associated to the 8USAAF presence at the airfield during
WW2. In addition to these, the volunteer case study (section 6.3.6) outlines
excavation work carried out with the EITE and the funding of equipment for future
excavations. New techniques have also been explored at RAF Bushey HQ where a
senior Lecturer in Archaeology from University College London searched for
remains using magnetometry and ground penetrating radar equipment.
6.3.4 Archiving
The Historic Environment Record (HER) Archive office network is being used for the
retention and archiving of records identified and created within the EITE project
e.g. OH recordings, surveys and photographic collections. All work conducted to
date has been issued to HER.
However, currently cutbacks within HER have meant that records may not be
updated in a timely way. The responsibility for system update is HER and out of
EITE’s responsibility scope.
The Archiving process was covered within the
archaeology training sessions and it would appear a number of volunteers are
continuing EITE work at record offices, focusing on the archiving of EITE records
providing a partial solution to the funding issue.
To ensure public access, most records, where possible, are updated to the EITE
website. Copies are also held at NHS although this is not for public access.
6.3.5 Challenges
The work within this area has presented a number of challenges to the Project
Manager and team:
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•

Resourcing was a problem at times and it was noted an OH Manager would have
been effective due to the level of input required to source individuals with
memories and to resource the project with volunteers and increase training
activity.

•

The volunteer resource has been difficult to secure as noted earlier, due to the
laborious nature of the OH process, which has impacted on drawing volunteers
to the project. It is felt younger people are put off by both the time taken and
the more mundane tasks associated to the work.

•

At the beginning of the project, the CA work was delayed due to planning issues
where the requirement for winter working was not understood nor addressed at
the planning stage. This delayed the archaeology work as the first winter of the
project was missed.

•

The archiving of records at public record offices has been slowed due to
funding issues. As above, volunteers may be able to support this process.

6.3.6 EITE Volunteer Case Study – Andrew MacDonald
Andrew MacDonald has been involved in a volunteer role for approximately 10
years prior to the EITE. This was not in the heritage sector but for the RSPB and
National Trust. However, his interest in archaeology and his involvement in the set
up and running of the Waveney Archaeology Group (WAG) has seen him introduced
to a heritage sector volunteer role, specifically relating to the 8th Air Force’s
presence within the Suffolk area.
Prior to his involvement with the EITE, Andrew had an interest in airfields and the
history behind them often enjoying “poking around those places because there’s an
awful lot of history in there and wandering around in them you kind of feel it all
around you”.
Andrew and the WAG were introduced to the EITE via an invitation emailed to
them inviting them to the launch of the project at Horham. He wasn’t sure why
they received this until they attended. Since this point the volunteer group have
supported the EITE in two airfield-based surveys and appeared to have gained
extensive experience, knowledge and skills.
Training
The group attended an EITE CA training course at the beginning of the project and
also in 2015 at Tibbenham Airfield and the Earsham Bomb Dump. Andrew attended
the earlier training course and the Earsham Bomb Dump sessions. The training
courses have been beneficial to the group and the skills learnt from the sessions
have been applied both for building recording as well as in other contexts. The
Earsham Bomb Dump training with Rob Liddiard particularly stands out for Andrew
as the ‘Rapid Surveying’ technique taught “has been very useful to the team and
enabled them to get through a lot more of Thorpe Abbott [independent survey]
than we thought we would have done normally”. Personally, Andrew feels he is
now aware of techniques he can use that he was unaware of before training,
“before I would have wandered around scratching my head”, where as now he has
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confidence knowing that what he is producing is credible and been conducted in
the right way.
Surveys
The training session is based on
airfield survey, however, WAG,
following the EITE training have
gone on to independently survey
Thorpe Abbott Airfield, using the
‘rapid surveying’ techniques
taught. This is evidence of the
confidence and competency
levels acquired from the course.

a

n

Andrew and the group have
identified findings not previously
discovered which has given him a
great
sense of satisfaction “no-one knew that was there and its been there for 70 years”.
There is also a satisfaction that there is now an historical record of the airfield
archaeology and what it looked like between 2014 and 2016. He believes the area
will have changed due to farming, development and decay which makes the work
they have achieved all the more important for history and the preservation of the
EITE legacy. Andrew believes the EITE have contributed to the sustainability of this
history “I think the work they’ve done has been very important, the bits of it I’ve
seen. Assuming everyone has done much the same we’ve done….A lot of what
we’ve recorded won’t be there in 10 years time; they’ve preserved a record of
what is there and that is one of the key things thy have actually done”.
Equipment
The group also received support from the EITE with the purchase of equipment
including tapaulin, pick axes, shoves, sieves and other basic kit.
Thorpe Abbott Museum
The EITE have also facilitated a relationship between the volunteer group and the
Thorpe Abbott Airfield Museum where the group have found their source of
knowledge of great help. The archaeologists have provided their finds
He would also definitely contemplate doing further digs with Thorpe Abbott
although this would be dependent on landowner permissions and their seasonal
requirements. For example, much of the land is part of a shooting estate, which
considerably reduces the winter window for any work; digs can only be carried out
when vegetation is at its lowest during the winter months.

Events
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Andrew has a clear idea of what the project was setting out to achieve
summarising this in three strands – archaeology, social impact and the raising of
awareness of this history. His take on raising awareness was that the EITE would
focus on an artistic impact which does appear to have been the case with the
theatre production and the Carl Giles Cartoon exhibition both of which he
referenced.
He was unable to attend the theatre but referred to the productions being packed
out every night and that the feedback he had received was good as well as the fact
that it had received good reviews in the national press.
Andrew attended the EITE Festival weekend on behalf of WAG, exhibiting some of
their discoveries and publicising their group which resulted in a couple of people
joining WAG. He commented on the exposure the event raised, “We had lots of
people wandering in off the street so from an awareness raising point of view, that
certainly worked”.
Improvements
Andrew does not believe the project could have been further improved in any way
other than an issue he had with the layout of the recording form. He fed this back
to the project archaeologist and does not consider this a significant issue at all.
What he did say was that “if we needed anything, we just gave them [EITE] a call,
dropped them a line and they sorted it out. It went very well”.
The project was launched at a perfect time for the WAG shortly after the set up of
their group. This helped them quickly establish the group due to the focus of a
major project, with training and support provided.
The Future
According to Andrew, the EITE “have covered an awful lot of ground in the 3 years
they’ve been around” but he feels there is still a role for a project such as this to
continue the work as “we don’t want it forgotten”.
He does feel the group can continue independently with the recording of airfields
and mentioned they are “muttering darkly” about doing some of them. This is
what the EITE appear to want from the groups, organisations and partners, to
continue independently in sustaining this legacy and the groups ability to conduct
surveys and digs independently is testament to the infrastructure they have
implemented during the 3 years.
6.3.7 Summary of EMO3
As can be seen in the summary table below, the evaluation has concluded this
objective has been fulfilled by the EITE project. There are areas that would
benefit from further attention in future projects, specifically relating to:
•
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The capture and provision of feedback from training as part of the training
session (as captured from the CA sessions)
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•

The management of OHs, including dedicated resource to recruit and produce a
wider number of OHs. Although the targets have been reached, this has a
limited timeslot as the people with the memories are slowly reaching an age
where they will be unable to relay these memories and stories. Due to the
increasing threat of this restriction, this is a priority area and one that would
have perhaps benefited from further resource and higher targets. The OH work
that has been completed has been fundamental and invaluable in providing the
stories necessary to appeal to wider audiences and engage people in the history
of the EITE.

The OH and CA programmes implemented have proved successful in many ways, in
preserving the history, in contributing to an infrastructure of sustainability and
importantly involving people. Research indicates involving people provides a sense
of belonging and community; this then builds an individuals sense of wellbeing and
happiness. Additionally, empowering people with new skills, and enhancing existing
skills, appears to have contributed to their self-esteem and self-confidence. This
has certainly been reflected in the many comments reviewed throughout the
evaluation, “The EITE project has provided me with a sense of achievement in a
field I had little prior knowledge of, and met people with similar interests”.
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Objective 3 Programme of Community Archaeology & Oral History
Area

Sta Notes/Evidence
tus
*

Target

5-hub
Yes • Norfolk Hub: implemented
• Suffolk Hub: implemented
model
• Cambridgeshire/Bedfordshire Hub:
implement
ed across
implemented
•
the region
Hertfordshire: implemented
• Essex Hub: implemented
Following completion of the planned work within
the hub, EITE support has continued across the
region (as evidenced by the newsletter and
events listing).

5 Hub:
Cambrid
geshire/
Beds
Hertford
shire
Norfolk
Suffolk
Essex

Design and Yes A programme has been delivered including OHdeliver a
based training courses, creation of OHs and
programm
podcasts, including 5 themed OHs, and the
e of OH
production of archive records.
testimony
gathering
7 training sessions have been run across the
region, with at least one session held per hub
48 attendees
3+ interviewers per hub
51 OHs have been delivered to date.
This
exceeds the targeted 50, and there are still a
number of OHs outstanding within participating
museums, outstanding due to training delays;
museums are also planning to continue this work.
The OHs have been played 1446 times to date as
indicated by SoundCloud.
5 themed OHs delivered, including Arrival, black
Americans, Women, Remembrance and Leaving

Per hub
Training
sessions:
3 (30
attendee
s)
No.
intervie
wers per
hub (3)
No. OHs:
50 (10
per hub
including
5
themed
OHs)

The output from this process has created a rich
source of information for subsequent
interpretation and presentation.
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Design and Yes A programme has been delivered including
deliver a
archaeology-based training courses, building and
programm
airfield surveys, excavations, school archaeology
e of CA
sessions and the production of archive records.
Approximately 25 training sessions and surveys
have been conducted, often the two combined in
one day to enable the trainees the opportunity to
apply the skills taught at practical survey
sessions.
Over 150 attendees and volunteers have been
trained and have conducted surveys for the EITE
Approximately xx airfields have been surveyed
2 excavations have been conducted which
involved over 100 children and teachers
The
Yes All OH and Archaeology records created issued to
Programm
HER
e will
OH narrative, photographic collections and CA
contribute
findings displayed at exhibitions, used as basis
to public
for Touring Exhibition, provided themes and
knowledge
content for Theatre script, used for Heritage
Walks and other events (see EMO4). These events
have attracted approximately 14800 people. In
addition, information has been shared on the
EITE website with over 30000 visitors.
The
Yes Courses offered to volunteers, the public and the
Programm
local community via advertising on the website,
e will
social media and at EITE events.
provide
Requests have been issued to local communities
opportunit
for OH interviewees with memories and stories to
ies for
share.
involveme
nt and
participati
on by the
public,
volunteers
and local
communit
y
Objective 3 – Benefits summary
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No.
training
sessions:
3 (30
attendee
s)
Site
surveys:
3 (18
attendee
s)
No.
airfields
No. digs
(4
people)

Related
Benefits:

Ful
fill
ed

Evidence/Comments

Learn about
Yes Archaeology surveys and training have enabled new
physical effects
findings and recordings to extend learning.
on landscape of
8USAAF arrival &
nature &
characteristics
of the sites
Capture social
memories and
use these to
enhance
activities

Yes 51 OHs recorded.
Memories and stories from the OH recordings used
within education learning packs, the touring
exhibition, the website, at talks and exhibitons.

Opportunity for
interview to tell
their story

Yes 51 OHs recorded; further work will be carried out
by at least 3 museums. Bottisham Museum have a
number of people to interview for OH work and will
do these once their training is complete.
Bottisham have a number of recordings they will be
conducting shortly
Note: This has been a more difficult objective to
fulfill due to the time-consuming activity this is
based on the time required from volunteers.

For trainees/
volunteers to
understand the
importance of
copying,
downloading,
paperwork and
indexing

Yes Covered within the training course and applied in
museums.
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Related
Benefits:

Ful
fill
ed

Evidence/Comments

Wellbeing, social Yes Based on the training survey feedback received and
engagement and
volunteer/intern evaluation survey responses
sense of
comments, as follows, have provided evidence this
community
benefit has been realised. Evaluation of this can be
difficult due to the capture of this feedback
however comments such as “…meeting new
people”, “Meeting like-minded people”, “Meeting
like-minded individuals”, “Shared enthusiasm”,
“Camaraderie and Martin's engaging personality”,
“Historical details, meeting people, meeting
interesting people, food weather and fresh air”,
“”Opportunity to be outside in ‘countryside”,
“Opportunity to learn a new skill in the open air…”,
indicate some form of well being, social
engagement and a sense of community.
Acquisition and
exercising of
skills
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Yes Based on both survey data and interviews with
volunteers, museums and interns, it would appear
this benefit has been realised at this point in time:
76% of volunteer respondents acquired new skills
from the training sessions.
47% of volunteer respondents who had received
training have since applied skills learnt including
conducting surveys, applying data protection
knowledge to job role, helping with the
transformation of a museum.
86% of museum respondents who had received
training have since applied skills learnt including
enhancement of displays, improving record keeping,
planning an activity trail for the museum,
introduced ‘story telling’ experience within the
museum.
67% of intern respondents acquired new skills from
the training sessions.
67% of intern respondents who had received
training have since applied skills learning including
computer skills, the editing and digitising of oral
histories collected by the project, documenting and
digitising a museum collection,

EITE Project Evaluation

Related
Benefits:

Ful
fill
ed

Sharing the
results of
archaeological
and OH work
with a wide
audience to
support the
legacy of this
history

Yes See EMO4 (see the following subsection) for the way
in which the project findings have been presented
to achieve a wider audience e.g.. theatre
production, exhibitions, family days, education
packs, heritage walks etc.
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6.4

EMO4 Interpret and Represent EITE History

The EITE recognised the need to expand the audience currently interested and
aware of the EITE history, which appeared to be dominated by knowledgeable and
avid enthusiasts. These enthusiasts are applauded by the EITE for their work in
recognising and preserving this time in history, however, they are fully aware that,
as an audience, the enthusiasts alone cannot sustain this legacy and that this
important time in history needs to be shared and awareness raised to a far wider
and more diverse audience. To achieve this, the project has explored many ways
in which this can be achieved and developed a programme of events and activities,
presented in a very different way, to target the public and inform them of this
period in history.
6.4.1 Types of event and overall attendance
Table 8 includes the many ways in which the team has achieved this exposure. As
can be seen, based on the numbers recorded, approximately 15,869 people have
been reached and attended events. Note: this will include individuals attending
more than one event, however, does also exclude some numbers due to data not
being captured or events not recorded and identified during the evaluation e.g.
talks, exhibitions, stands at open days. This table also provides a representation
of how many different types of event have been organised, from theatre, to
exhibitions to lunches to exhibitions. This only includes outreach sessions and does
not include many educational events and work with local schools (see section 6.5).
Event Type

No. Attendees

Theatre

7046

Touring Exhibition

3108

Exhibitions

2629

Family Day

1218

Heritage Walk

952

Festival

500

Archaeology Training Day

120

Outreach

138

Museum Training

86

Archaeology Surveys

77

Heritage Luncheon

45

Party

37

OH training

13

TOTAL (excluding some attendees due to lack 15969
of data)
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Table 8: Events & Attendee Numbers
This report does not include a narrative on all events due to the number and
variety of them, however, a review of a selection have been detailed below:
6.4.2 Somewhere in England Theatre Production
The theatre production is perhaps the most significant audience ‘puller’ of the
entire project and has received very positive feedback. Written by Polly Wiseman
the production has explored various themes identified from the findings of the
EITE project, focusing on the impact to the local communities, the role of women
and children, and on segregation.

!
Throughout the evaluation, the production has been applauded, as evidenced by
the case study of a Theatre Goer (subsection 6.4.8), from the feedback of two
performances and from the museum survey.
The production has also been
recognised nationally receiving critical acclaim from respected critics such as
Libby Purves of TheatreCat.com (rated 4), The Guardian Online (rated 3 stars), The
Reviews Hub (rated 5 stars) and Andrew Clarke from the East Anglia Daily Times,
“Somewhere In England is a lively, engaging show, which draws you in and makes
you think…”.
68 performances were performed at 42 venues across the region from March 2016
to June 2016:

Peterborough Theatre and Debach Airfield feedback:
The only direct audience feedback was from the Peterborough and Debach Airfield
venues and this has been used as a basis for evaluation although it must be noted
!
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some variation is expected between different venues based on demographics.
Further venue data would have been beneficial however was not captured.
276 Theatre Goers at the Debach Airfield of which 60% were females, 40% were
males and the average age was 61
100 Theatre Goers at St Johns Hall, Peterborough of which 50% were females, 50%
were males and the average age was 56
The following feedback summary provides an insight into the reaction of the
audience to a variety of different perspectives on the show. This is based on a
sliding scale where the highest rating is 1 and lowest 0. As can be seen, the
average review across venues is 0.9, with a ‘low’ of 0.7 at the Debach Airfield for
distinctiveness, although this rating is far from low and above average!
Peterborough Area rated Rating
(based on 20 feedback
Average
forms)

Debach Airfield Area
rated (based on 127
feedback forms)

Rating
Average

Concept: It was an
interesting idea/
programme

Concept: It was an
interesting idea/
programme

0.9

0.9

Presentation: It was well 1
produced and presented

Presentation: It was well 0.9
produced and presented

Distinctiveness: It was
different from things
I've experienced before

0.8

Distinctiveness: It was
different from things
I've experienced before

0.7

Challenge: It was
thought provoking

0.9

Challenge: It was
thought provoking

0.9

Captivation: It was
absorbing and held my
attention

1

Captivation: It was
absorbing and held my
attention

0.9

Enthusiasm: I would
come to something like
this again

1

Enthusiasm: I would
come to something like
this again

0.9

Local impact: It's
important that it's
happening here

0.9

Local impact: It's
important that it's
happening here

0.9

Relevance: It had
something to say about
the world in which we
live

0.9

Relevance: It had
something to say about
the world in which we
live

0.9

Rigour: It was well
1
thought through and put
together
!
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Rigour: It was well
0.9
thought through and put
together
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Table 9: Debach Airfield Theatre Feedback
Although not asked directly, it can be assumed, based on the positive feedback
above and question types, the learning impact of the audience has been positive in
relation to the issues and history of the EITE.
A museum survey respondent stated, “The airfield museum performance
[Somewhere in England] enabled us to present the heritage in a completely
different way and draw a different audience”.
Feedback on the performance has been extremely positive and has provided
evidence of the success of this medium to relay the history to a different
audience, not just military and aviation enthusiasts but to members of the public
who have attended for entertainment value. It would appear the ‘theatre avenue’
has been a triumph in engaging a wider audience and igniting interest in
individuals who were unaware of the EITE history.
6.4.3 Touring Exhibition
The touring exhibition has attracted an audience so far of over 3000 (and this
excludes some venue figures). The objective of the exhibition was to expose the
history of the EITE to as varied audience as possible. A series of mobile exhibition
panels were produced with photographs, historical facts and stories telling the
story of the EITE and its impact on the East of England. The exhibition has been
recognised for the untold stories and the professionalism of the content and way in
which it is presented.
Based on the venues selected it would appear the exhibition has been presented to
a wide and varied audience although direct feedback is not available. The venue
types include a prison, shopping mall, airports and other such venues.
6.4.4 The EITE Festival
The festival was a 3-day celebration of the project drawing to an end, presenting
the project’s outcomes and sharing these with the public as well as a private
invitation launch night with the many participating organisations, individuals and
groups. A festival manager was hired to support the team in organising the event
due to the event size.
The Festival included talks, The Carl Giles Story, a debate, films, market stalls, the
launch of the touring exhibition, as well as an EITE presentation, dancers from a
local primary school, a heritage walk and a number of guest speakers.
Attendance to the event was considered a real success with 500 people attending
throughout the weekend. A Festival Survey was distributed via the project website
and newsletter, receiving approximately 65 responses (a Friday and Saturday night
survey were issued; a Sunday survey was not issued), with feedback summarised
below. This is based on a sliding scale where the highest rating is 5 and lowest 0.
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Evaluation Area

Friday (25
respondents)

Saturday (40
respondents)

1. How entertaining was the
event?

4.40

4.42

2. After the event, how
inspired about this history did
you feel?

4.36

4.33

3. Did you feel the day
provided you with new
information?

4.28

4.42

4. Was there a large enough
selection of food?

3.96

n/a

5. Were you satisfied with the
92% Yes
venue and were you able to see
and hear the presentations
clearly?

97% Yes

6. Single best part of the
Guest Speakers 44%
Talk - Not Forgotten
evening (Friday) and Favourite EITE Presentation 44% 77% The Carl Giles Story
3 activities (Saturday)
62% Talk - Sex & War
41%
Table 10: Festival Feedback
The response indicates an event, which has achieved its purpose in distributing the
knowledge of the EITE project and engaging with people to enhance their
understanding and knowledge of this area in history. The individual Friday and
Saturday evaluation is effective in attempting to look at the opinion of different
audience types. Friday was invitation only and aimed at people who have been
involved in the project, however, Saturday attracted not only enthusiasts, but also
the general public.
In terms of any problems experienced, these were based around venue issues such
as where parking was permitted; the audio system; the ability to hear some of the
presenters; the timetabling of activities and some overlaps; in addition, the
festival was run on a particularly warm day, which created two comments about
the heat of the venue and the need for air conditioning. Issues and negative
feedback were in the minority with mainly positive feedback, as follows:
Friday:
“A really inspiring event - I have been involved with many projects and attended
many closing workshops, and this was one of the few that felt really fresh and full
of enthusiasm”.
“A really great start to the Festival, great networking opportunity and first chance
to see the very good displays”.
“A great evening, well organised and full of energy!”
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Saturday:
“Many thanks for putting together such a worthwhile day”
“Really enjoyed the event and wish that we had more events like this in Ipswich”
“This was a superb Festival, we enjoyed every single minute. Well done to all who
organised and helped run it.”
“All our young people had a really good day, and were engaged throughout the
afternoon.”
The EITE Project team were extremely pleased with the Festival turnout, the
venue and the smooth running of the weekend.
6.4.5 Heritage Walks
Heritage walks were not initially planned as part of the project, however, run by
the Community Archaeologists, these have proved highly successful in informing a
wide and varied audience of the EITE history. These can also be viewed as events
that contribute to an individual’s wellbeing and involve families. These have been
valued highly by the museums, as evidenced by the 40% of respondents who
consider them as adding great value to the museums. Photographic evidence from
the events demonstrates a varied audience (young, old and middling!).

The walks have provided an opportunity for the wider public to learn about the
airfields from an archaeological perspective.
6.4.6 Museum Events
Based on the museum survey, it would appear a number of events have added
value to museums. The most beneficial events, other than training events, include
Heritage Walks, Exhibitions, Family Days, School Visits and the Theatre. These
events have impacted on visitor numbers and helped raise awareness of the
museum and of the EITE history, “The event generated a great deal of interest and
numbers attending were increased as a result” and “A great turnout, which added
to the museum membership brining in much-needed donations”.
The museums appear impressed with the EITE’s event management capability.
When asked about any issues on the day, all but one respondent responded with
“None”, the other, “Lots, mostly due to creating a theatre in a marquee, but all
resolved”.
The work the EITE have done with the museums looks set to continue once they
have disbanded with responses such as, “Airfield walks will now be offered on
selected dates throughout the year”. The events appear to have inspired museums
to continue the work started by the EITE.
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6.4.7 Films and Photographs
Archived film footage has been located and presented at various events throughout
the project including talks, launches, family days, dances.
In addition,
photographic collections have been digitised (see Bottisham Museum Case Study
and the Intern Case Study for an example) and uploaded for public access. An
online photographic gallery was also launched of Photographer Si Barber
photographs of murals painted by servicemen across Suffolk and Norfolk. This was
featured within The Observer with a full page article by Robert Stummer, receiving
1,187 shares and 67 comments via social media. These figures have not been
included in the numbers above; however, each share represents 1+ further viewers.
6.4.8 Case Study Theatre-Goer – Julia Twelftree
Julia Twelftree attended the Hat Factory in Luton in June 2016 to watch
‘Somewhere in England’, an Eastern Angles production commissioned by the EITE
project to interpret and celebrate the history and stories uncovered from the
many activities of the EITE project.
She heard about it from a friend who had seen it advertised (she’s not sure where)
and went along not knowing what to expect. It was local to her and so she thought
she would go. It is anticipated Julia’s experience is one shared by many people
who have attended the theatre productions.
The Venue
Julia had not been to the Hat Factory before and was very
impressed, “I though the venue was fantastic, I’d never been
there before but I thought it was a really intimate venue and
would definitely go back there to see other things…it felt
almost like the audience was in the play”.
Before ‘Somewhere in England’
Before the production, Julia had little knowledge of the EITE
and the ‘friendly invasion’. She frequently visits the East of England for holidays
with her family, specifically around the Norfolk and Suffolk counties and was aware
of the US military presence as she had a friend whose parents were based on an air
base. What she didn’t know was the “complexities of their plight” and the way
they integrated and impacted the local people in the region.
The Performance
Julia’s review of the performance is as
follows:
“I would say performance and
performers were spellbinding, the
ambience of the production was
fantastic, I’m intrigued and interested
to find out more and would definitely
go to a performance of something
similar…I thoroughly enjoyed it, I
!
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thought it was very powerful, I thought all the performers played fantastic parts,
very clever how it was written and portrayed, I thought it was a fantastic way of
showing a snippet of history”.
When asked if she would recommend the play to others, she responded,
“Absolutely, in fact I would probably go and see it again because I’m sure there are
things I missed so if it came out again I’d go and see it”.
The play is aimed at 12+ and when asked if she would allow her 12 year old
daughter to watch the production, she thought the subject matter and the way the
themes were presented was appropriate for this age group. She vaguely recalls
some bad language but not to a level of concern. She felt schools would be a great
target audience and felt that “if I’d seen something like that at school, how that
would have stayed with me...it brings history alive”.
After ‘Somewhere in England’
According to Julia her knowledge and awareness of the history has definitely
increased. She is now aware of the issues of the black American GI’s and the
prejudice they experienced from their fellow countrymen in a war they were
fighting together. Indeed, the most poignant and memorable moment in the play
for her was “the black man chained and singing that song and you know that
almost leaves me cold, quite sickened about the innocence of the situation but
found guilty because of who he was”. She found it good to know that the people of
Eastern England appeared to embrace the black Americans and enjoyed
understanding how the locals integrated with the US arrivals.
The play appears to have
inspired Julia as evidenced by
a
trip she organised to the
Imperial War Museum at
Duxford Airfield soon after
t h e
performance, a trip she’d had
o n
her list of places to visit for a
few
years.
“It was very much
from
that performance we went to
t h e
airbase and I was very interested in the parts about the East of England”. Julia felt
her experience of the play enabled her to talk about the history to her children (9
year old son and 12 year old daughter) in a more informed and confident way. The
impact of the performance changed her experience at the museum and gave her a
different understanding and perspective.
Julia is now intending to visit places associated to this history during their holidays
to the area next year.
6.4.9 Challenges
‘Somewhere in England’ toured 42 venues and played 68 performances, attracting
over 7,000 theatre goers, however, audience feedback was obtained from only 2
venues. This is considered a missed opportunity to understand further the public’s
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response to the production and EITE history, including understanding better the
differing audience demographics and any lessons learned.
6.4.10
Community Impact
A review (see Appendix 2) from a lady (Christine) who attended three EITE-related
events (Somewhere in England, 1940s Dance, The Yanks are Coming at the Rifle
Hall, Halesworth, an event the EITE supported by hiring the venue, provision of
archived film, presenting a talk on the time and 1940s food) commented in the
Halesworth Gazette on how attending the events made her feel “The coming
together and community spirit stood out for me”.
The integration of the
community and facilitating the feelings of a sense of community is an important
aspect of the work being carried out by the EITE and this review is a snapshot of
evidence on the project achieving this.
6.4.11
Summary of EMO4
As can be seen in the summary table below, the evaluation has concluded this
objective has been fulfilled by the EITE project. There are areas that would
benefit from further attention in future projects, specifically relating to:
•
•
•

Obtaining feedback from event audiences to analyse and understand better
their opinions and feelings about their experience and what they want at
similar future events.
Ensuring venues provide efficient and effective sound systems.
Ensure any event publicity includes clear direction on parking.

The EITE Project appears to have used the findings from the OHs, the
archaeological finds, the photographs and collections, in a varied selection of
events that appear to appeal across a wide range of people.
Jason Webb, Bottisham Museum: “I think one of their [EITE] biggest successes is
bringing new avenues into the way in which air force history is interpreted…I think
they’ve used approaches that no-one else has used before”.
In particular the walks and theatre have provided further dimensions to the appeal
of the history telling and sharing, which have proved highly popular with local
communities but also the wider public.
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Objective 4 Interpret & Represent EITE Heritage
Area

St Notes/Evidence
at
us

Target

Interpret Ye At least 12 different event types implemented No
target
and
s
throughout the project duration including:
represen
Exhibitions, Theatre Production, Museum Open/
t EITE to
Family Days, Excavations, Surveys, Walks,
through
Festival,Touring Exhibition.
wide and
extensiv
e range
of events
To reach Ye Audiences have been extended by targeting a wide No
target
as varied s
diverse range of locations, venues and events:
audience
as
Events: The events provided appear to cover
possible
different interests and approaches.
Venues: Prisons, Shopping Malls, Universities,
Schools, Museums, Airports, Theatres.
Locations: various cities, towns and villages across
the region.
Theatre
Producti
on

Ye 68 performances, 42 venues, over 7000 people
5
s
Highly rated based on critic reviews, theatre Venues
surveys and evaluation feedback
350
Attend
ees

Exhibitio Ye 10 exhibitions have been held across the region
ns
s
with 2629 attendees.
Feedback from the event is limited however the
evaluation has indicated positive feedback.
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5
Exhibit
ions
250
Attend
ees

Area

St Notes/Evidence
at
us

Target

Aviation Ye 3-day exhibition held June 2016.
Conferen s
500 attendees.
ce &
Celebrated the EITE project and the work carried
Festival
out including the launch of the touring exhibition.
This appeared a well-organised festival, which
drew members of the public off the streets, people
who normally would not perhaps have been
exposed to the history, as noted by volunteer
Andrew MacDonald. Andrew was exhibiting the
Waveney Archaeology Group volunteer group and
secured 2 further members of the group from the
event. It is also felt the event reinforced the
network of connections facilitated and established
by the EITE throughout the project, reminding
everyone involved of the importance and need to
keep this history alive together.

3 day
event
50
Attend
ees

Design,
Ye 17-19th June 2016 touring exhibition launched.
Produce s
9 venues including Festival Launch presented
and
across the region within each hub.
deliver a
89 days.
touring
Over 3000 attendees.
exhibitio
n across
the
region
based on
the EITE
project
findings

10
Venues
500
Attend
ees
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Area

St Notes/Evidence
at
us

Target

Create & Ye The original plan for this activity was changed due
install 10 s
to constraints identified during the project relating
interpret
to the ownership and maintenance of the panels. A
ation
change request was approved for the installation of
panels in
portable information boards within churches. The
locations
churches selected have an association with the
where
EITE history, for example the St Catherine’s
minimal
Church, Cambridgeshire has a memorial stained
interpret
glass window commemorating the 355th Fighter
ation to
Group dedicated in 1994.
tell EITE
8 churches have received the boards.
story
13th November 2016 launch at the Church
(includin
Remembrance Services.
g
Podcast download information included within the
podcast
boards.
downloa
d
function
ality)

No
targets
due to
change

Heritage
Walks

Ye Not originally part of the initial plan, this has
s
supported the fulfillment of EMO4 providing an
alternative approach to EITE history interpretation
and presentation and has attracted 949 attendees
on 14 airfield and heritage walks. A number of
museums have decided to continue running these in
the future to attract visitors and sharing the
history.

Not
part of
original
plan

Carl
Ye 600 attendees to the exhibition. This was not
Giles
s
originally planned but implemented following the
Exhibitio
discovering of his story and has received extremely
n
positive feedback, captured within a visitors book
at the event, including comments such as
“Delightful exhibition, first class, thoroughly
enjoyed it”. Intriguing to see the original photos
and drawings. Good exhibition”. “Excellent peek
into an interesting time”.

Not
part of
original
plan
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Area

St Notes/Evidence
at
us

Target

Promotio Ye Talks, luncheons and other promotional events No
nal
s
have been conducted throughout the project targets
events
including talks and exhibition stands at partner set
museum events. For example, launch for the
Heritage Guide was held at The Swan Hotel and Spa
(see EMO8 case study) to promote this guide which
attracted “a good turnout” according to the
Business Development Manager,
Objective 4 – Benefits summary
Related
Benefits:

Ful
fill
ed

Evidence/Comments

Theatre –
enjoyable
family show
that
challenges
people and
explores the
issues of the
project

Yes Themes and issues explored including segregation;
death; gender roles; the role of children and the local
communities.
This was proven to challenge people as evidenced
from the theatre-goer survey feedback where the
average score was 0.9 for the rating of how
challenging (thought provoking) this was where 1
indicated extremely challenging.
The rating according to the case study theatre-goer
was appropriate (12+). Due to a lack of audience
demographic data it is unclear whether families
attended the show in different locations.

Unique
Yes The Debach Airfield and Thorpe Abbott Airfield
experience to
performances were complimented with other airfield
see show on
based events, including the opening of the museum.
site of special
interest with
wrap around
of
appropriate
content
Exhibition to
extend the
scope of
audience
reach and
accessibility
via different
venues
!
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Yes Due to a lack of audience demographic data it is
unclear of the audience reach, however it is assumed
the different and diverse range of venues used has
extended the scope of audience reach and
accessibility. The prison is perhaps a good example of
accessibility to individuals who would not otherwise
have the opportunity.
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Related
Benefits:

Ful
fill
ed

Evidence/Comments

Conference to Yes The festival appeared to fulfill this benefit and
demonstrate
feedback suggests the project outcome has been
what found
promoted and the project findings shared and
and promote
distributed with an audience of 500 people.
the outcome
of the project
Development Yes Museums appear to have benefited from the support of
of exhibitions
the EITE in developing exhibitions and sharing their
and the
experience and skills in order to empower them for
enhancement
future events.
of skills in
host museum/
venue
Attract
further
volunteers

6.5

Yes It is believed this benefit has been realised based on
examples:
• The Waveney Archaeology Group recruited 2
further volunteer members at the EITE Festival.
• The Museum survey indicated that further
volunteers were recruited based on events held at
their museum.
• The volunteer survey included an individual who
was introduced to the project via a heritage walk
and became involved in archaeological work.

EMO5 Learning Programme

Learning and education has been a key objective of the EITE project and has been
integral to every stage and task of the project:
•
•
•
•

Knowledge of the EITE project, history and findings distributed via the website
and social media
Training support within the museums development programme
Training and education sessions, with opportunities to apply skills learnt and
developed, within the OH and CA programmes
Educating and distributing knowledge of the EITE history to the 1,000 or so
event visitors and theatre-goers through the different avenues adopted by the
EITE to celebrate and present the project findings

In addition, the EITE have implemented a programme of learning (formal and
informal), both region-wide and within each hub, for schools and young people.
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6.5.1 Informal Programme
The informal programme has included:
Podcasts – which have been completed and will be updated to the website before
the end of the project (November 2016) for an ongoing record of memories and
stories with supporting talks on this period.
These can be downloaded for
educational purposes, to support lessons, as well as for research and general
interest, and supports the sustainability of the EITE legacy.
Holiday activities – have been held to target families with school children to
provide activities specifically aimed at young people e.g. crafts or dressing up.
For example, a family day was held in April 2014 during the
Easter holidays, attracting 100 people. This event included
many activities: meeting Hank the Yank; trying out wartime
recipes; making a pilot's badge; watching 1940s archived film;
being a budding archaeologist. The event was featured on BBC
Radio Suffolk's morning show. 10 family-based days have been
held during holiday periods and weekends in order to provide
activities for children whilst educating both the younger
generation and local community in the EITE history. These
have proved extremely popular with over 1218 people
attending the events (including museum open days where the
EITE have provided support with family activities).

Summer Film School – an EITE summer film school was established in Luton at
Tokko Youth Centre, a relatively new Youth Group for 16 to 19 year olds. The
school objective was to teach the skills of film making in order to create and
produce an EITE themed film. The film was successfully premiered at the EITE
Festival in June 2019 and was well-received, with huge applause at Friday night’s
launch. The film was then presented throughout the weekend with a visit on
Saturday from Tokko.
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Based on the film output, it was evident the young people had learnt and
developed skills from costume and make up through to stage production and script
writing. This particular project has been viewed as supporting the success of
Luton’s involvement, an area the project were concerned may not achieve success
in participating within the project. This film school is testament to the integration
of people in Luton with the EITE project, to the empowering and confidence
building of young people and to the developing of skills and aspirations, as well as
educating the group on the EITE history. Tokko’s facebook page gives an idea of the
impact this has had on the young people involved:

6.5.2 Formal Learning Programme
The formal programme appears to be aimed at Keystage 2 (Year 5 and 6 at
Primary) students and the focus of the team appears to be engaging schools in the
history of the EITE. This idea results from the Project Sponsor’s experience with
his own children and the lack of understanding they had on their local history and
the impact of the 8USAAF during WW2.
This programme has been developed and run by the EITE Learning Officers using
project findings from the OH and CA programme as well as museums. The
programme offers schools:
1.
outreach visits from the EITE team into schools
2. school visits to local airfields to perform excavations and restoration work
3.
provision of an education programme pack to support teachers in the
classroom. This is available for museums to handout in order to promote
interest in this history and their museums.
School and Outreach Visits
The EITE have visited a number of schools (and scout groups), which have resulted
in the school creating an exhibition for the public or for the school. Examples of
these include:
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•

July 2014: An outreach session and restoration project. Year 6 Children spent
the first half of the week learning about the history; they created leaflets for
Year 3s; the rest of week was spent restoring a previously vandalised war
memorial and bench (painting and planting grasses) including a talk from Mike
Bailey one of original designers of the memorial where he discussed his
experience with the Americans as a child. One little boy from the school took
his father back to the memorial to look at what they'd achieved. Andrew Bell
(CEO of Norwich International Airport) commented on EITE being an enabler to
engage with local community. An article was released in the Eastern Daily Press
9th July on what they achieved and about the EITE project

•

November 2014 Set in Concrete Exhibition: A kids curated exhibition by Year 6
and 5 pupils from Mulbarton Junior School in Norfolk including an
archaeological dig at Hethel Airfield; a poetry day at 2nd Air Division Memorial
Library; and a visit by S I Martin, a leading black historian to talk at the school
assembly about Black History; S I Martin helped students set up the final
exhibition. The event was reported on ITV Anglia.
March 2015 Gorseland Primary Friendly Invasion Exploration: Year 6 (2 classes)
had the first session in school looking at the background of the friendly invasion
and impact of the 8USAAF around Martlesham Heath. Activities included map
work, reading original diary entries, group discussions; and they wrote their
own V-Mail pieces. The second session was located at Martlesham Heath
Aviation Society where pupils were guided around the airfield. Mr Davies (Year
6 teacher) felt, “The children really enjoyed the day, and it was a good mix of
activities for them to get involved in".
May 2015: Celebrating Victory Day at Acton Primary: Year 6 pupils learnt about
the friendly invasion via letters, diary entries and original photographs. At the
end of the week, the pupils threw a WW2 style tea party for their parents and

•

•
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•

•

•
•

grandparents. They baked biscuits and cakes using original recipes and created
a display of their work.
July 2015: Kid's Curated Exhibition at Abbots Hall (The Museum of East Anglia
Life) by Ringshall Primary School (Year 5) with support from volunteers at the
Museum of East Anglian Life, Wattisham Station Heritage and EITE partners 2nd
AD Memorial Library. The exhibition presented the history of the 8USAAF in
Suffolk and the history of RAF Wattisham. The Curator was impressed by the
children’s work, "The standard of work created by Violet Class (year 5) was as
good as any professional touring exhibition that we've hosted". The exhibition
was also displayed at the Wattisham Station Heritage Centre.
July 2015: 18 pupils from Acton Primary in Suffolk took part in an
archaeological dig in Great Waldingfield, excavating 3 small test pits on one of
the living quarter sites associated with Sudbury Airfield. This was part of the
British Festival of Archaeology where children learnt how to excavate a test pit
and how to identify artefacts. Brick, coal and concrete were found along with
window glass and a broken knife blade, all items associated with WW2 activity.
April 2016: 2 Scout Groups took part in a archaeological survey which has been
used to support their 'Local Knowledge Activity Badge'.
May-June 2016: 30 pupils from Springfield Juniors in Ipswich were involved
with an EITE Outreach session as well as performing at the launch night of the
EITE Festival where they performed a 1940s jitterbug. The EITE visited the
school for a week where pupils were taught the history of the EITE and then
spent the remaining week with Dance East learning 1940s dances. The Head of
the school reflected the impact this week had on the children involved:

Over 375 children participated in the formal learning programme, with support
from participating museums as well as RAF Alconbury who provided resources and
personnel in June 2015 to support a school outreach session.
To ensure this learning programme continues, the EITE Project have provided the
following infrastructure to support this once the project has closed:
Museums have received training on running both school visits and big public
events. This training has enabled the participating museums, as evidenced within
the museum survey, to run school visits and events for young people. The 389th
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Bomb Group Memorial Exhibition attended the course and subsequently hosted a
school visit, “the day went well and children were engaged”, and they found the
school visit their most beneficial event as it “raised awareness of the museum with
the local community”.
A museum involved in the Set in Concrete exhibition commented, “It was great to
have the children working with us in the library, and there was lots of interest in
the exhibition”.
The Goresland School Project at MHAS Tower Museum led to interest and visits
from other schools in the area.
Indeed at least 4 museums indicated the outreach and school visits as adding the
most value to them.
Online Curriculum Resource
An education programme has been developed in consultation with regional primary
schools, via learning research and with the support of three regional museums.
The output of this programme is a learning pack, as well as a number of distinct
supplementary lesson plans including:
•
•
•

Victory Day in Europe
War Memorials
WW2 Local History

All online curriculum resources are available for access and download via the EITE
project website. In addition, resources have also been made accessible from other
sites including The Times Education Supplement where access activity (views and
downloads) is as follows:
Resource

Access

Learning Packs

420

V i c t o r y D a y I n 447
Europe
War Memorials

266

WW2 Local History

93

Table 11: The Times Learning Pack Access
The table below highlights the EITE website access activity (views and downloads)
for each resource item:
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Access

Learning Pack

853

Image bank

1443
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C h i l d r e n & F a m i l y 167
activities
Record Office guidance

394

Audio Visual

277

Maps and heritage

760

Letters home exercise

269

Table 12: The EITE Website Learning Pack Access
The learning packs (including supplementary resources) overall have been accessed
(views and downloads) 5,389 times.
Three museums have supported the EITE with the development of these online
resources and they have found that of all the EITE activity, this work has added the
most value to their museum by:
•
•
•
•

Increasing the number of school visits
Attracting a younger audience
Attracting more families
Raising awareness of the museum.

This has enabled museums the opportunity to provide visiting schools with
resources and to promote the history and subsequently their museum.
Feedback has not been gathered to date; however, a comment from a teacher in
the Bottisham area was that it “looked great”. He is currently organising a school
trip to the museum for early 2017.
Loan Panels
An additional resource for schools has been
developed in the form of loan panels, titled
‘Through the Gates’, which present the history
of the EITE from the perspective of the
8USAAF servicemen (one side of the panel) and
from the local community perspective (the
other side of the panel). The design of the
panel targets all ages with the content varying
by height level (the lower part targeting much
younger children and progressing upwards).
These have been designed by the NUA; the
EITE team are exceptionally pleased with the
finished result, considering them a real
success. This in itself is considered a unique opportunity for the students of the
NUA to experience a real life project as part of their educational journey.
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The true sense of success has yet to be evaluated, as these have not been loaned
out to date due to their recent completion, however, a list of interested parties
has been compiled. SHARE East will be responsible for these panels once the
project closes and will process all bookings.
The panels, if used as planned, will provide a key component in the sustainability
of the EITE legacy and ongoing learning programme.
6.5.3 Challenges
To measure more effectively the events, sessions and online resources, structured
feedback is required from the end users i.e. the children, the teachers and
families. Photographic evidence of the events does provide an insight into the
popularity of events and provides a snapshot of the atmosphere, however, direct
feedback is considered more effective in identifying what went well and what
could be improved.
Post-outreach and school visit session evaluations were
initially planned however this was not carried out.
It would appear a number of learning programme events fell short of the project
targets, although attendee numbers have generally been met or surpassed. It
would appear the last year saw a drop in activity. It is noted, however, other
activities have been organised which provide family-based involvement and
learning e.g. the heritage walks.
School visit training was not as well attended as planned, and only one course was
run. An increase in training courses may have seen further learning events
developed, as well as further input from museums to develop the online
curriculum resource.
6.5.4 Summary of EMO5
The EITE have developed and delivered a programme of learning across the region
and throughout the project duration, utilising the project’s findings, the local
museums and partners, local schools and the students of the NUA, providing a
comprehensive and flexible programme.
If participating museums and partners carry the learning programme forward,
connecting with schools, enhancing their museums to support school visits,
promoting the learning resource and loan panels, numerous benefits could be
realised in the future, as experienced throughout the project:
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•
•
•
•

Increasing awareness of the EITE history and local history
Increasing awareness of the EITE-related museums and providing entertainment
for local people and visitors to the area
Raising the profile of the museums to attract a wider audience (including
schools, younger people, families and the local community) and increasing
visitor numbers
Supporting schools with free resources to teach this aspect of history

The importance of this objective has been recognised by numerous individuals
including Jason from Bottisham Museum, “I mean no one had thought about an
education programme, doing formal lesson plans…people had studied the 8USAAF
but not really with a view to teaching it to kids”.
“Teaching it to kids’ and the work in place to achieve this has fulfilled the need
identified by the Project Sponsor, the need to introduce this important local
history to the next generation in order to keep the EITE legacy alive.
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Objective 5 Learning Programme
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Area

Stat
us*

Notes/Evidence

Design and Parti Informal learning:
develop a
al
10 Holiday activities (family days) run, with an
programme
estimated attendance over 1200 people. This is
of learning
above the targeted attendance, however, below
exploring
the targeted number of activities. The project
and
team decided activities for families should be
presenting
more inclusive of social groups and introduced
EITE
other events e.g. heritage walks, which attract
project
a wider audience and still family based, provide
findings
an informal learning-based environment.
In
addition, funding was also directed to key
informal learning supports, required for the
sustainability of the project including the
touring exhibition and interpretation boards.
Podcasts 10 completed. Downloads are not
possible currently and therefore have not been
measured.
1 film, based on the EITE, produced and
premiered by the Tokko Youth Centre in Luton
(produced by young people, ages 16-19).
Other informal learning activities include: the
church plaques, heritage walks, history talks,
the touring exhibition and the festival, as seen
in the EMO4 section).
Formal learning:
Approximately 350 children have participated in
the formal learning programme based on both
outreach sessions and school visits.
USAF
Alconbury were present at an outreach session.
How to run school visit training run: 1 session;
12 attendees.
How to run a big public event (aimed at younger
people): 1 session; 12 attendees.
Develop loan panels (originally loan boxes) –
completed by the NUA students, providing an
invaluable learning experience of a real life
project.
This has been indicated as a partial fulfillment
of objectives due to the number of family
events run and school visit training.
Family
events have been run and attracted significant
numbers (over xx); school visit training skills
have been applied and school visits run within
some museums – this training has been viewed
as adding the most value to specific museums.
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Target
30 (10
per
year)
Family
Events
(600
attende
es)
1 film
10
podcast
s
School
visit
training
:3
sessions
(18
attende
es)
Outreac
h
sessions
: 150
childre
n
attendi
ng
School
visits:
150
childre
n
attendi
ng
Involve
ment of
USAF

Area

Stat
us*

Develop
Yes
learning
packs and
materials
in
collaborati
on with
schools and
museums
to increase
resource
access for
schools

Notes/Evidence

Target

Resources developed and accessible via the
project website and via the Times Education
supplement (website used by education for
teaching materials).
The learning packs
(including supplementary resources) overall
have been accessed (views and downloads)
5,389 times.

No.
Museum
s5
No.
resourc
e
downlo
ads –
not
specifie
d

No. of participating museums: 3 (Bottisham,
Parham and Thorpe Abbott).
Pilot sessions were evaluated with teachers and
considered satisfactory.
Loan Panels created, completed October 2016.
Touring Exhibition created (as EMO4 above) and
delivered June 2016.
Although recorded feedback is limited,
comments have been made, as follows:
Jason Webb, Bottisham Museum feedback, “The
first teacher to receive the pack thought the
pack looked great and he is keen to organise a
school visit in early 2017”.

Objective 5 – Benefits summary
Related
Benefits:

Fulf
ille
d

Evidence/Comments

Raising
Yes Via outreach sessions, school visits and excavations,
awareness of
heritage walks and family days
size/detail of
local airfield
and relationship
to area
Demonstrate
Yes Exhibitions curated by schools
what discovered
Encourage
Yes Although families have not been asked directly,
families to bond
feedback suggests this has occurred e.g. a young boy
and learn more
helped restore a memorial at Norwich International
about EITE in an
Airport Memorial and later took his Father to the
informal way
memorial to look at the work he had done.
and give family
visits an extra
dimension
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Related
Benefits:
How to run
school visit
training: base
for actively
recruiting
volunteers for
future
children’s
sessions

Fulf
ille
d

Evidence/Comments

The course was completed in November 2014, with
12 attendees. It is not known whether volunteers
have been recruited as a result of this training.
However, school visits have been run from museums
following this training.

Film School:
12-18 year olds
learning film
making skills
and about EITE
history

Yes Film presented at the EITE Festival Weekend

Increased
learning and
participation
with EITE
heritage in
regional schools

Yes School visits and outreach sessions conducted
throughout the project, involving 300 pupils,
involving 7 regional schools: Firside, Mulbarton,
Gorseland, Ringshall, Acton, Shipdham, Springfield.

Increase
resource access
for teachers for
focus on 1930/
WW2

Yes Online resource available via the website and the
Times Education supplement

Museums
develop
confidence to
run self-led
school events
contributing to
project legacy

Yes Museum visits have been run following the school
visit training and more are planned.

Museums
benefit from
increased
interest in their
subject by a
new generation

Yes Bottisham an example of increased interest, with an
imminent school trip in early 2017. Jason is keen to
work within local schools to promote further interest
in the museum.
The museum survey also suggests in an increase in
visitor numbers and awareness of the museum as a of
the school visits run since training.
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Related
Benefits:
USAF benefit
from increased
contact with
the local
community
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Fulf
ille
d

Evidence/Comments

The USAF have been involved with the local
community via an outreach session and family day
events. It is unclear as to whether this has been of
benefit to them.

EITE Project Evaluation

6.6

EMO6 Project Infrastructure

The infrastructure of the project, including resourcing and executive support, is
covered to a great extent within the project management evaluation (section 5).
This section addresses each objective area, however, mainly focuses on the EITE
internships provided to 9 graduates.
6.6.1 Partners
The EITE project is led by New Heritage Solutions in partnership with a number of
other organisations:
University of East Anglia (UEA), Historic Environment Service Norfolk County
Council, Norfolk Record Office, the Second Air Division Memorial Library and
Eastern Angles Theatre Company. The project is also firmly supported by Norfolk
Museums and Archaeology Service, the Airfield Research Group and South Norfolk
District Council.
This appears to have provided a strong and effective network of partners covering
the areas of specialism within the project and funding various activities and
resources e.g. UEA has provided funding for 2 Intern placements.
Project Partner Agreements
Agreements were required with project partners to detail the obligations of all
parties, however, these were not legally binding (as requested by the partners).
The Project Sponsor would, for future projects, ensure legally binding agreements
were in place to provide a view of obligations and responsibilities from which to
manage the project and partners involved, including the setting of expectations of
everyone involved.
6.6.2 Partnership Network
A wide and varied network has been established to support the EITE. This not only
includes the official project partners above, but also the museums, heritage
organisations and interest groups involved within each hub.
A key observation and considered strength of the EITE project is the power of the
people network and how the EITE has supported the connection of so many
different organisations, groups and people across the region via:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Working partnerships (IWM Duxford and Bottisham Museum)
Training (the coming together of different museums and individuals)
Events (the recommendation, referral and introduction of companies and
organisations to support event organisation)
Finding solutions to queries, requests and problems by introducing people and
organisations to achieve a positive end result
Social media (sharing information and building virtual networks which have
transformed to physical networks)
Museum Network (facilitating the implementation of a network to support the
museums throughout the region)
EITE Project Evaluation

As quoted in the museum survey, “The project has been great at building
relationships within the EITE heritage community, and this will be a lasting
legacy”.
6.6.3 Steering Group
The objective of the ‘project board to ensure the project stays true to its mission,
is running smoothly and delivers on its outcomes’, is considered the responsibility
of a steering group (as opposed to a Project Board) and therefore, the evaluation is
based on this premise (see Appendix 3 for the role and responsibility of a project
board and steering group).
The Steering Group have proved a powerful and supportive team throughout the
project, providing advice and help where feasible and where it fits with their goals
and objectives. The Project Manager highlighted an example of this support where
issues were experienced with the interpretation panels (relating to the ownership
and maintenance of these on public land) and the requirement to find an
alternative solution. The problem was presented to the Steering Group who
provided an effective solution by focusing on local churches and providing
information boards for display.
An issue identified by various individuals during the evaluation, was the bias of this
team towards the Norfolk/Suffolk region. This was unintentional and based on the
history behind the project proposal developing to a wider region in order to
receive HLF approval. It is felt group members from the extended region would
have been highly beneficial in providing support to the project team for other hubbased activities.
A comment was also made by a member of the Steering Group on communication
between the group and project team where they “felt as though the thoughts of
the board have been disregarded”. According to this individual they also suggest
“Informal feedback from museums indicates that communications and
responsiveness to museums could have been better sometimes. They [the
museums] have reported feeling left out or ignored and while this would not be
deliberate it has not always been easy to convince museums this is not the case”.
This does not appear to reflect the overall feedback of the evaluation survey and
case studies, however, the comment does reflect an issue mentioned within the
stakeholder management section (5.5.4) in the Project Management evaluation
where it has been suggested more effective stakeholder monitoring and
management is conducted to manage the expectations of museums.
6.6.4 Resourcing the Project
A staff consisting of a Project Manager, Community Archaeologist, Learning Officer
and 9 Graduate Interns was initially identified for the EITE project bid, and all
positions were recruited. The Project Manager role was recruited 2 months after
the project start, which delayed some activity.
Replacements for a Community Archaeologist and Learning Officer (due to
permanent opportunities arising for the previous team members) also occurred
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during the project, which proved successful with highly effective replacements
recruited.
Understaffing has been experienced on the project due to an overlooked
requirement for a project administrator. It has also been identified that an Oral
History manager role would have benefited the team, as well as support in the role
of Relationship Manager to build up and manage the hub-based relationships. This
role was part of the Project Manager’s remit however it was a time-intensive role
with hub input required prior to hub set up, during and after hub operation. With 5
hubs in operation and the requirement to manage a complex and ambitious project
with a very small team, this would have alleviated the extremely heavy workload
the Project Manager was exposed to.
6.6.4 Interns
The internships provided by the EITE are considered a success in providing
individuals with the opportunity to work within the heritage sector, learning
workplace skills and experiencing the opportunities and challenges the working
environment presents.
The project has met the intern target of 9 Graduates placed within museums and
the EITE project office. The Interns were exposed to a working environment and
have learnt work place skills related to heritage interpretation and presentation as
well as other office-based skills.
No.

Intern Placement

Intern Dates

1

Thorpe Abbotts Museum,
Norfolk

February to April 2014 – 12
Weeks

2

EITE Office Team

June to August 2014 – 12 Weeks

3

Parham Museum, Suffolk

November 2014 to January 2015

4

IWM Duxford,
Hertfordshire

January 2015 to April 2015

5

EITE Office Team

April 2015 to November 2015

6

Horham Museum, Suffolk

June 2015 to September 2015

7

Bottisham Museum,
Cambridgeshire
EITE Project Office

June 2015 to October 2015,
October 2015 to March 2016

8

EITE Office Team

June 2016 to October 2016

9

Nuthampstead Museum,
Hertfordshire

June 2016 to September 2016

Table 13: Graduate Intern Placements
Museum Placements
To understand the experience of the museums with their placements, a survey was
conducted, as indicated within EMO2.
University Feedback
The UEA placement officer, Lorna Savage, was extremely appreciative of the EITE
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opportunities “From the experiences of our own Internship Team, we have hugely
enjoyed working with David to offer these Eight in the East opportunities to our
students and graduates. They have seemed popular with our students/graduates
and we would very much welcome working with David and his colleagues again in
the future.”
Intern Feedback
To understand the experience of the Interns:
• a survey was issued to the interns (receiving a 67% response rate)
• a mini-case study was conducted on an intern, Karina Flynn
• 2 Intern reflective profiles were reviewed
It would appear Graduates are skeptical about the possibility of finding paid
employment in the sector and location they live within, however, the EITE project
has made this happen for 9 Interns where they have not only received an income
for their 3 month placement but accrued a wealth of experience and numerous
skills which can take them forward into their future careers.
Often Internships are not paid, however, the money one student received from the
EITE Internship has enabled them to return to university and afford to live during
term time.
A survey was issued to the Interns and indicated a very positive experience for all
respondents, as can be seen from the results below:
50% not confident about future employability and their career prospects
67% received specific formal training within their internship
Diagram 12 presents the skills acquired by Interns:

!
Diagram 12: Skills acquired by Interns
In addition to the skills in Diagram 12 above, social media and marketing skills
were also frequently mentioned by the majority of the Interns in their reflective
profiles, the case study and within the Intern survey comments.
100% of interns applied the skills acquired from training including
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the documentation and cataloguing of an entire museum collection within the
Intern’s placement but also within their new job role
• editing and digitising oral histories collected by the project
• applying computer skills to catalogue a photograph collection
100% of interns rated their EITE training experience effective and above, with 33%
rating highly effective and 33% rating very effective.
100% of Interns felt they had added value to their placement with 67% rating their
contribution as highly valuable
100% of interns felt supported by their Intern organisation
•

The Interns found the most valuable benefit from their EITE experience as follows:
“Gaining the experience I did to support career development”
“Experience of working with volunteers”
“The ability to see how the team worked on projects and with members of the
public”
“The whole experience was valuable”
“It has allowed me to put into practice the skills I’ve learnt at university”

•
•
•
•
•

100% of Interns feel the EITE experience has benefited their future career. 3
Intern respondents have new jobs as a result of this experience; the experience
has also given them a perspective of the different roles within the heritage sector.
67% of Interns felt they had made a difference to the EITE legacy due to the work
they have carried out on the project e.g. implementing a search facility to support
museum visitors looking for information on their relatives.
100% of Interns have experienced an impact on their confidence levels with 67%
experiencing a highly significant impact on confidence.
100% of Interns have increased their knowledge about the EITE history
100% of Interns are currently employed or studying e.g. Visits and Volunteer
Manager at St Edmundsbury Cathedral, Collections Assistant at History of
Advertising Trust on the Butlin’s Heritage Collection, Warehouse worker.
33% believe their experience could have been improved with one respondent
commenting on receiving specific training courses (although these are not
specified) and group activities with others in the project team.
The Interns appear to be extremely grateful of their experience:
“It truly has been a pleasure, and I cannot thank everyone at EITE enough”.
“I really enjoyed the internship and it helped me gain skills and stand out for the
next stage of my career”
“The internship was the beginning of a long relationship with 100th BG (I'm now a
trustee) and a relationship with all 8th in the East museums, organisations and
history”.
“Thank you to EITE for everything they done for me!”
“Thank you for the opportunity and I wish the team all the best in future
endeavours!”
The following case study provides a more in-depth understanding of an Intern’s
placement experience:
6.6.5 EITE Intern Case Study – Karina Flynn
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Background
Karina Flynn is from the Norwich region and returned there after graduating
Brighton University with a BA in History of Design and Decorative Arts and an MA in
Arts and Heritage Policy Management and Education from the University of
Maastricht in the Netherlands. Her post-graduate degree developed two of her
great interests, education and specifically how conflict in the First World War was
represented in museum-based environments.
She returned to Norwich in the November to complete her thesis and also
expecting her daughter who was born in the January. As soon as she returned
home to Norwich she secured a waitressing role. Two months after the birth of her
daughter Karina focused on developing her career although found this difficult due
to limited opportunities in this area.
Karina returned to waitressing as this was work she was able to more easily secure.
To gain further experience within the education and heritage sector, she also
signed up for voluntary roles, her only way to continue building experience and
opportunities. She volunteered at the Cathedral in Norwich to help out in the
education department to support the history curriculum work they carried out with
schools.
Her second voluntary role was with the Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts in Norwich
based at the University of East Anglia (UEA) where she worked on informal
education projects during the holidays, developing ideas for teaching.
The beginning
It was through the Sainsbury Centre voluntary role that Karina found the break she
was looking for that would set her career in motion.
Upon joining the Graduate Intern Scheme at the UEA, Karina applied for a Digital
Archiving internship for the EITE at Bottisham Airfield Museum, operating out of
the Duxford Imperial War Museum (IWM).
She was interviewed at Duxford IWM by a panel consisting of the EITE Project
Manager, Jason Webb from Bottisham Museum and Lucy Maxwell from the American
Air Museum (AAM) at Duxford. Karina was thrilled she was awarded the post, “It
honestly completely changed my life”.
The Internship
Karina eventually completed two EITE internship posts with the EITE project:
initially Bottisham Museum; followed by a second role replacing the previous Intern
Project Officer role at the EITE office (following a further interview process).

Bottisham Museum and AAM at Duxford IWM
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Based from Duxford, Karina’s role was to digitise photographic collections for both
Bottisham Museum and for the AAM’s website development project (and their
Roger Freeman Collection of photographs).
Experience – Karina’s role involved the following experience:
• Digitising and cataloguing photographic collections
• Researching the photographic collections to develop captions (which has added
great value to the AAM website)
• Involvement in education taking part and supporting the Duxford’s American
Summer Residency programme, working with teachers from the USA
• Working with the education department and attending a number of school
sessions
• Supporting Jason in the development of Bottisham’s learning programme, which
Karina found of great interest and of benefit when “looking at the programme
as a way of how we could use resources to be able to get more people in, to
make it more accessible and from a learning point of view”.
• The opportunity to write pages for a book the AAM were publishing where
Karina wrote 3 pages based on research she had conducted on 3 photographs.
She has been listed as an author and feels an immense sense of satisfaction and
achievement from this experience.
Indeed, this placement has afforded her, “a rounded wonderful experience”, with
exposure to a wide range of areas, areas that resonate with Karina in the pursuit
of her long-term goals in education and heritage.
Skills – this role has presented numerous skill development opportunities for
Karina:
• Digital archiving
• The process curating objects
• Museum cataloguing and documentation
• How a large organisation (AAM) plans and develops a large-scale exhibition
• Running education-based activities for schools (formal education sessions). This
was a particularly positive experience due to Karina’s interest in the specific
period of history covered which enabled her to understand how museums
approach the topic of conflict within schools and to young people.
Value from the Internship: This internship has been a very different experience
for Karina in contrast to her voluntary museum-based roles in the past. She has
been given a high level of responsibility, which has elevated her confidence levels
previously affected by her initial struggle embarking on her chosen career path,
where she questioned, “whether I’d ever get back to where I wanted to be”. This
position has enabled her to develop her own ideas and opportunities and “opened
my eyes to a whole new area of heritage and museum work, it’s been really
fantastic”.

The EITE Project Officer Internship
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Karina considered her second placement at the EITE, as project officer, “an
amazing opportunity” to continue the work she had been doing for the previous 3
months and further expand on her experience and skill base.
Skills and experience – within this role, Karina:
• Developed the Touring Exhibition. She listened to the Oral Histories recorded
throughout the project, extracting stories and information to form the basis of
the narrative for the exhibition. Karina attended the launch of the exhibition
as well as the EITE festival where she received some very good feedback
including feedback from Carl Warner and Lucy Maxwell from the IWM Duxford,
“They commented on how great it was there were so many stories that hadn’t
been told before which was nice coming from them”. She felt people really
enjoyed the exhibition and the child’s perspective of the war, which she
considered set this apart from other such exhibitions
• Involvement in education work with the EITE Learning Officer
• Involvement in CA and survey work
• Involvement in HLF reporting and budgeting
• Project office administration, which cannot be under estimated in Karina’s
opinion. These skills, she believes from experience prior to the EITE when
trying to find employment, makes an individual far more employable
• Involvement in marketing and media including the writing of the EITE
newsletter
Training – Karina attended EITE museum training development sessions,
specifically the cataloguing and documentation training, and found these to be
really relevant to her Bottisham placement, as well as an enjoyable experience.
Another beneficial perspective of the training sessions was the facilitation of
relationships with other museums including airfield museums that are not normally
open to the interaction the sessions enabled. This provided a forum for broader
more open discussion with museums and the different activities and approaches
they adopt which greatly appealed to Karina.
Value to the Internship – Karina feels she has been able to add value to the
project based on her broad life experiences as a student, young person, mother,
member of the local community, member of a local family with roots in the
history, a waitress and a volunteer within the museum and education sector.
This, with her focus and interest in the social impact of history, she feels has
supported her understanding of the people the EITE wish to target and what will
draw them to the EITE history and project, including her belief “not to expect
people to be interested”. This belief supported Karina in the development of an
engaging narrative for the Touring Exhibition.
Now
Whilst working at the EITE office, and with the imminent completion of the project
and intern role, Karina applied for a role with the YMCA which she felt closely
matched both her future career aspirations and the base of experience acquired
throughout the last 6 months with the EITE. She secured the position to run an
HLF-funded project with the YMCA about the history of the organisation, which
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involves the support of young people to plan, organise and run a YMCA History
exhibition. This is a career move she has embraced enabling her to build and
expand on the education role she is striving for.
EITE support and benefits
Karina believes many interns experience roles that are very narrow in focus and
responsibility; however her experience of the EITE placements has been in
complete contrast where she has experienced a wide variation in her roles and
responsibilities. She feels she has acquired a well-rounded base of experience,
which has supported her in developing a career in the sector and role she is deeply
impassioned by, heritage and education. “Without the work I did with EITE, I
wouldn’t have got that job [current position at the YMCA] at all”.
She believes the support from the EITE project team (including the Bottisham
internship) has been pivotal in “giving me so much confidence…and made me feel
valued and that I was capable of a lot”. From a career perspective, the project
has “given me the skills and experience I needed to get back off the ground”.
A further benefit and one identified throughout the evaluation of the stakeholder
community is the network and connections that have been created as a result of
the EITE project. These connections have been acquired and encouraged by the
Project Manager throughout the project, and indeed her association to the project
has created further introductions and connections in her current role.
This network of connections from so many perspectives could be viewed as a
further element to the sustainability infrastructure. These connections could be
considered links to the project where the memory and mission of the project is
reignited each time parties/individuals reconnect.
What the EITE Project has done well?
Karina believes the project was strong in so many areas, she specifically
mentioned:
•

Informing so many people of the EITE history and how active they were on
social media and the website which has “been brilliant”.

•

The fact they have involved so many different organisations and partnerships,
not just heritage e.g. youth groups.

•

Their approach to history has worked really well, uncovering stories that have
not been heard before, and told from a social perspective, again an approach
not done before.

Karina has summarised three fundamental project initiatives that have supported
the project in engaging a wider audience to raise awareness of the EITE history
and legacy.
6.4.6 Summary of EMO6
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It would appear an effective project infrastructure has been implemented to
support the delivery of the EITE project. Resource issues have been experienced
during the project, however, the team (staff, steering group, project board,
interns) and their resourceful, committed and passionate approach to the project,
appear to have supported the project in achieving what it initially set out to do
over 3 years ago.
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Objective 6 Project Infrastructure
Area

Sta
tus
*

Notes/Evidence

Develop
and
establish a
wide
partnership
of
organisatio
ns in the
East of
England

Yes

Partners have been established across the region, No
target
although, more senior executive partners would
have been beneficial within the extended region
of the project (Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire,
Essex)

Set up a
Yes
Steering
Group* via
formal
partnership
s to ensure
the project
stays true
to its
mission, is
running
smoothly
and delivers
on its
outcomes

The Steering Group have provided project support No
target
to ensure compliance to project governance,
supporting the project in decision-making where
required and in delivering its outcomes.

Resource
the project
with
Project
Manager

Yes

The Project Manager has successfully managed a
highly complex project with multiple stakeholder
groups delivering many different outcomes within
a vast area supported by a small core team. His
work has been highly commended throughout the
evaluation process in particular his
resourcefulness, his passion and enthusiasm and
highly effective leadership skills, empowering his
team and creating a culture of trust and
collaboration.

1
Project
Manage
r

Resource
Yes
the project
with
Community
Archaeologi
st

The Community Archaeologist has successfully
delivered a programme of CA to a wide audience
of volunteers, members of the public, school
children and local enthusiasts. He too has been
highly commended throughout the evaluation
with endless comments on his knowledge and the
way he presents this to his audience.

1
Commu
nity
Archae
ologist
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Targe
t

Note: formal partnerships are in place however
these are not legally binding.
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Area

Sta
tus
*

Notes/Evidence

Targe
t

Resource
the project
with
Learning
Officer

Yes

The Learning Officer has successfully delivered an 1
Learnin
informal
g

Resource
the project
with 9
Graduate
Interns

Yes

Officer

9 interns recruited and successfully placed for 3month placements. Feedback from both
placement partners and the Interns has been
extremely positive with 100% of partners finding
the Intern highly effective and contributing value
to their organisation, and 100% interns
respondents gaining confidence and feeling more
employable, as well as gaining workplace skills
and EITE knowledge.

9
Interns
for 3month
placem
ents

Objective 6 – Benefits summary
Related
Benefits:

Fulf
ille
d

Evidence/Comments

Project stays
true to its
mission

Yes

It would appear, based on the evaluation, the project
has stayed true to its mission.

Project is a
success

Yes

It would appear, based on the evaluation, the
general view is that the EITE project is a highly
successful project.

The project
Yes
operates
lawfully and
follows project
governance
guidelines

Regular project board reviews held
Financial management and operations regularly
reported
Regular HLF reporting and reviews held
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6.7

EMO7 Project Schedule and Budget Delivery

Due to limited funding and a high number of project deliverables, an important
aspect for the success of the EITE project, was to ensure the project did not
exceed the set budget; this subsequently impacted on the requirement to deliver
within the planned timeframes.
The project has experienced a number of changes throughout the project duration,
especially where the feasibility of specific deliverables was no longer deemed
viable. These changes, including the introduction of new activities and events,
appear to have added value to the project without affecting the budget or project
delivery timeframes e.g. heritage walks attracting approximately 1000 walkers;
the Carl Giles Exhibition attracting approximately 600 visitors.
6.7.1 Budget
As detailed in section 5.9, the project did not exceed budget. It is believed,
regular monitoring and reporting, strict scope management, a culture of matchfunding, a highly resourceful Project Manager and team, contributed to the
effective management of the budget.
As mentioned within the Project Management evaluation, alternative options were
adopted to reduce costs e.g. a logo competition, outsourcing work to the UEA as
opposed to high cost design companies, developing desktop publishing design skills
in-house to cut costs.
In addition, match funding has been a significant contributor to the successful
funding of the project, for example, the cost-free use of the University of Suffolk’s
quayside premises for the EITE Festival, providing the University with an
opportunity to market their premises.
Deviation from budget
Changes to project spend were evidenced in a number of areas including the
delivery of the digital provision to museums which changed from a digital flythrough solution to a more cost-effective digital console solution. All deviations
and changes were presented and authorised by both the Steering Group and HLF.
6.7.2 Schedule
As detailed in section 5.10, the project appears to have successfully delivered as
planned. A 2-month extension was granted by HLF, from the end of September 2016
project completion to the end of November 2016, due to a 2-month lag time
experienced with the recruitment of the Project Manager. The initial plan did not
consider the recruitment process time taken to recruit personnel.

6.7.3 Summary of EMO7
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The EITE Project has been delivered within budget and within the 3-year
timeframe set within the initial bid. This can be attributed to the commitment,
creativity and resourcefulness of the project team, the support provided by the
Project Board and organisations providing funding and resources during the
project, the team of dedicated volunteers and the partnership with the UEA
students to work on projects such as the Interpretation Panels.
The achievement of meeting the schedule and budget objective is considered
significant based on the level of events, activities and infrastructure implemented
and delivered throughout that time. Indeed, the project delivered a whole lot
more for the funding and within the timeframes initially set.
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Objective 7 Deliver to Schedule & Budget
Area

Sta Notes/Evidence
tus
*

To deliver
the EITE
project
within
budget

Yes

Targ
et

No further funding has been required. All £575,
deliverables have been funded as well as numerous 000
deliverables not originally planned e.g. Carl Giles
Exhibition, Heritage Walks.

To deliver Yes The project has delivered to schedule. The project
the EITE
was extended by 2 months however this was due to
project on
the impact of a delayed start date whilst recruiting
schedule
a Project Manager.

End
Nove
mber
2016

A small number of tasks have also been altered
however these have been approved via the formal
change request process. These include the digital
flythrough and interpretation panels.
Objective 7 – Benefits summary
Related
Benefits:

Ful
fill
ed

Evidence/Comments

Project
management
success

Yes Delivered to budget and to schedule; indeed,
delivered more value than initially proposed to both
budget and schedule.

No further
funding
required

Yes Delivered within budget.

Delivery of all Yes Over 150 events delivered to schedule. Note: Family
proposed
days did not meet the stated target however
events and
alternative events (e.g. Heritage Walks) provided
activities for
family participation opportunities, as did many of the
fulfillment of
school events.
the project
outcomes and
HLF
requirements
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6.8

EMO8 HLF Requirements

HLF want their funded projects to make a difference to both people and heritage,
impacting positively on local communities, young people, the wider public,
businesses and local economies.
6.8.1 Making a difference
The evaluation findings strongly suggest that this project has made a difference to
heritage by exposing the EITE history to a wider more varied audience of people.
This has made a difference to the heritage organisations associated to the history
and museums appear to have benefited significantly from the development
initiative. There are signs of improved and enhanced visitor experiences and an
increase in visitor footfall.
Younger people have benefited from unique opportunities such as creating and
developing exhibitions for members of the public, excavating airfield sites and
discovering new previously undiscovered 8USAAF items, restoring EITE memorials,
writing and producing films, learning to jitterbug and performing in front of a 100strong audience. All these opportunities have supported this younger generation in
connecting with the EITE history.
Local communities have learnt about the EITE’s presence within their area, what
went on during this time and the impact the 8USAAF’s arrival made. Some
community members have been able to share stories of their experience during
this time with their community. Communities, families and volunteer groups have
been able to stroll together around the airfields learning more about the
archaeology and vast community residing there 70 years before.
Volunteers have learnt archaeology skills and been able to record this important
time to share with their local communities and to preserve the history for years to
come.
Interns have been provided with opportunities to launch their careers in a sector
renowned for the limited opportunities available to Graduates. The experience
has given them greater confidence and has positively impacted on their careers,
with many now employed in positions considered impossible to secure prior to
their involvement with the EITE project.
A greater appreciation of the issues surrounding the 8USAAF have been exposed
and communicated far and wide such as segregation and the black GI, the local
role of the children and female population. All key themes incorporated within
the ‘Somewhere in England’ theatre production, which has been pivotal in
engaging a wide and varied range of people, the wider public.
Measuring whether the area is now a better place to work, live and visit is
difficult, however, for a number of project participants this probably is the case.
For example, a number of the Interns can remain in their home regions working in
their chosen careers; volunteers have learnt new skills and worked on surveys
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finding previously undiscovered buildings and remains enabling them the
opportunity to continue working on other archaeology projects in the future; the
museums have been enhanced to provide more professional and engaging displays
and experiences, with some having ‘transformed’ the entire museum to tell the
story of the EITE making them better places to work and visit; teachers have been
provided with free resources and opportunities to support their role in education;
children have had the opportunity to learn about where they live and partake in
the restoration and preservation of the history.
Benefiting local businesses and the local economy is again difficult to quantify,
however, a case study has been conducted on a single business within the region,
which provides an insight into the business benefit experienced by them. Based on
the EITE events and activities within the region and the involvement of local
businesses, it is believed somewhere businesses have benefited, whether from
advertising and marketing, increased footfall or the ability to develop their
business further.
The EITE project continues to contribute to the wider community including other
HLF projects. They have shared their own project experience and advice with
other HLF projects that are in the initial stages of set up or are experiencing
problems, impacting on the outcomes of these projects via the lessons the EITE
have learned during their 3-year journey.
6.8.2 Case Study – The Swan at Lavenham Hotel & Spa, Suffolk
The following case study provides an insight into the impact of the project and
how it made a difference to a business within the region and within its surrounding
community. This is just one example of how the project has positively impacted so
many people:
The Swan at Lavenham Hotel & Spa is
part of a small privately owned hotel
chain and is located in the medieval
village of Lavenham. The hotel has a
number of historical features including
the Airmen’s Bar which features the
presence of the 8th Air Force during
their time at Lavenham Airfield during
WW2.
This history is of particular interest to
the Business Development Manager,
Jane Larcombe, who comes from a military family and whose role it is to develop
the business of the hotel focusing on the development of themes that would
interest people enough to visit The Swan. When joining the hotel in 2014, her first
focus was on the Airmen’s Bar, a beautiful old bar that not only has a display of
8USAAF memorabilia but also features a wall of signatures dating back to the
8USAAF’s time in Lavenham and the servicemen’s trips to the bar at The Swan. The
history within the bar had always been there however Jane identified this as a
special place that people needed to know about. This drive was not only from a
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commercial perspective but also from a deep passion to recognise and celebrate
this residing history.
When joining, Jane also realised it was the 70th VE day celebrations the following
year and saw this as an opportunity to promote the hotel business but to
importantly commemorate this day with a wider community. Through enquiries at
the local tourist office, Jane was put in touch with the EITE and the collaboration
and partnership between the project and the hotel began.
It appears the EITE’s involvement with The Swan has afforded the hotel the ability
to progress Jane’s ideas and plans to a level she feels would not have been
possible without their support.
Events: 70th VE Day Celebrations
The EITE supported The Swan throughout the development of the VE day
celebration, providing contacts and ideas for planning and providing resources and
support during the weekend-long event, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provision of American Bunting
Organised a re-enactor to attend and present his memorabilia
Organised further re-enactors to direct people around the village
Recommended online film footage of Lavenham Airfield for display
Publicised the event via social media, the EITE website and the EITE newsletter
Set up an EITE display within the village to raise awareness of the EITE and the
history across the East of England
Introduced The Swan to the Imperial War Museum at Duxford who attended the
event

This is only the start of the EITE’s involvement, however this single event is an
example of the level of team involvement and support they provide to businesses
participating in the EITE history and the organisation and running of their events.
Publicity and Awareness
The EITE have supported The Swan by raising awareness about both the events and
the history of the Swan via their website and via social media using Twitter and
Facebook. Jane feels that “social media has been key in getting information out
and that the EITE have been very good at using it”. She has also ensured a link to
the EITE project has been updated on other 8USAAF sites and interest groups.
The EITE have provided numerous publicity opportunities for The Swan, including
press coverage and facilitating an introduction with the BBC resulting in a BBC
interview with Jane about the Airmen’s Bar which was shared online by the BBC in
December 2015.
The Heritage Guide is considered “brilliant” by Jane and has proved extremely
popular within the hotel, with supplies already depleted. The launch for the guide
was held at The Swan, which proved a well-attended event following social media
activity and press coverage. The press coverage resulted in Adnams providing free
beer, a promotional opportunity for the brewery also.
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Facilitator
The EITE’s role as facilitator, has been recognised by Jane as a key strength
throughout the project, by:
• Enabling the development of a network of connections and relationships
initiated by the EITE, “They have opened up just a great big pool of
connections which has been so useful to us…the connections have springboarded and evolved”. This is evidenced with the forthcoming 75th VE day plans
and the involvement of many of their contacts. For example, the re-enactors
provided by the EITE have introduced Magpie Films to The Swan, who have then
introduced The Baker Boy Collective, a swing dance group, with whom The
Swan are now collaborating to create a Vintage 1940s event at the forthcoming
75th VE day celebrations in 2020. She believes this would not have evolved if
the EITE had not been involved.
• And enabling the execution of events and plans that would not have been
carried out without the involvement of the EITE, such as the Airmen’s Bar
Signature Project detailed below.
Support with the preservation of history
A main role of the EITE is to support the preservation of the EITE history, which
they appear to have embraced fully at The Swan as evidenced by the following
examples:
Airmen’s Bar – the daughter of an
8USAAF airman, based in New York,
donated a number of memorabilia to
Jane. The hotel unfortunately did not
have the capacity to store or display
this and it was therefore passed to the
Lavenham Exhibition and Museum Trust
(LEMT) for safekeeping. This led Jane to
thinking about how signatures could be
traced on the signature wall which
sparked a discussion with the EITE team
and the hunt for a single signature
evolved into far larger project to
preserve the record of signatures before
it fades and disappears in time as well
as to tracing as of the signatures as
possible.
The EITE took this project on and the signatures were
photographed by a local photographer and then
passed to the Stour Valley Community Archaeology
Group, a group of local (and not so local) volunteers
to work on identifying and tracing the owners of the
signatures. Due to the nature of signatures (often
illegible!), the photographs were published on the
website in the hope that relatives would recognise
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the style of the signature. This project is set to run indefinitely and all records
passed to the Suffolk Record Office for archiving and for public access. Evidence of
success with this mini-project can be seen where a daughter of a supply sergeant
at Lavenham Airbase, visited Lavenham from Alabama, USA, to walk the footsteps
of her father . She had dinner at the Swan and visited the Airmen’s Bar where she
found both her Mother and Father’s signatures on the wall. This was a thrilling
moment for her and for the Signature Project.
Photographs – in a further example of history preservation, an elderly couple
contacted Jane to donate hundreds of photographs they had of every airbase in the
East of England during WW2; they were afraid these would be destroyed after their
deaths. Jane was confident the EITE would be able to help the couple, “It was
good to have somewhere to direct the couple who I knew would be able to help”.
The EITE scanned them for public record and access ensuring the couple’s work
preserving this history was not lost. This was a great comfort to the couple.
Business Impact
The Swan would find it difficult to quantify the true business impact of the EITE’s
involvement at The Swan. However, what can be seen clearly is the raising of
awareness of the history and the hotel’s profile with the publicity and exposure
provided by the EITE and the connections they have helped establish. It can be
assumed the Heritage Guide alone, with a distribution of 25000 copies to date, will
have sparked an interest in the hotel. With increased footfall from the events and
guide it must be assumed this has resulted in further business for The Swan and
the use of their services that would not have occurred without the involvement of
the EITE.
Jane believes other local businesses have also benefited from the work carried out
by the EITE and The Swan where the events and publicity will attract a wide
audience who will use other services and businesses within the area.
The Team
When asked what Jane considered the key strengths of the project were, her
response indicated the strength lies in the team, their knowledge, their willingness
to help, their enthusiasm and passion to get involved, “They have been really
lovely people to work with, their personalities and their genuine interest has shone
through”. “There is only one word for them and that is ‘fabulous’!
Challenges of the EITE Project
An EITE project challenge to The Swan is the ability to continue the 8USAAF work
without the support of the EITE team. Jane Larcombe does not believe the EITE
project needed changing at all and has been highly impressed with their dedication
and commitment where “They’ve achieved an awful lot with just a small number
of them”. She also understands the temporary nature of the project and believes
their legacy will continue as she’s “got the kick-start to get on with what I need to
do”. However, she would have liked the project to continue for a further 4 years to
provide support with the organisation of the 75th VE celebrations and the many
ideas and opportunities she believes are out there.
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A small disappointment experienced by the hotel was that the theatre production,
Somewhere in England was not able to perform at Lavenham; this unfortunately
was due to external venue constraints which they understood, however, there is a
belief this should be re-run and performed at airfield locations to continue
promoting the history and supporting businesses such as The Swan in attracting a
wider audience.
Lessons Learned
Based on the positive experience of The Swan, the following key strengths and
factors have been identified that would benefit any future projects of this nature:
•

•
•
•

What appears to have worked well with The Swan is a shared passion and
business focus with the EITE which hasn’t stopped at a single event, but which
has escalated and evolved to become a core feature and attraction of their
business. The drive to identify core themes and opportunities and build the
relationships required is considered a necessity in creating business impact.
Providing a responsive and effective support function to businesses, sharing
advice, knowledge, contacts and resource where possible.
Utilise social media and other online publicity approaches to raise awareness
and promote the project and importantly the businesses involved.
Setting expectations of support to ensure organisations understand the role of
the project as a temporary facilitator and resource. Focus on empowering
organisations to continue independently within a network of contacts and
partnerships developed during the project.

The Swan has truly appreciated the presence of the EITE project as expressed by
Jane Larcombe, “They have been incredibly helpful and I am grateful of everything
they’ve done”.
6.8.3 Summary of EMO8
The conclusion of the evaluation is that the EITE project has made a positive
difference to so many people; it has mostly been viewed as having a very positive
impact on the various communities involved and on the heritage sector. The next
challenge is to ensure the work and infrastructure set in place is kept alive and
flourishes to further impact on all these communities.
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Objective 8 HLF Requirements
Area

Sta Notes/Evidence
tus
*

Make a
Yes •
difference
for
•
heritage
and people
•
(including
local
•
audiences,
•
young
people and
•
national
tourists)
ensuring a
•
wide range
of people
have
engaged in
and learnt
•
about
heritage

Ta
rg
et

No
Evidenced in the vast number of people the project
tar
has been exposed to via events, activities, online
get
networks and media.
Local community events ran attracting local
audiences.
School events held to attract local audiences and
young people.
Interns recruited to include young people.
Heritage walks ran to attract local audiences, families
and young people.
Heritage Guide distributed to regional tourist offices
(and other such organisations) to advertise the EITE
airfields as places of interest.
Theatre production attracting over 7000 people,
conveying key themes and knowledge identified from
the research work (museum collections, oral histories
and archaeology work) conducted throughout the
project.
Over 150 events organised and run, with
approximately 16,000 attendees

Have
Yes Although difficult to quantify, the project has impacted No
impacted
local communities with events and activities provided for tar
get
on the
everyone including families. Museums have been
local
enhanced to attract tourists. Opportunities have been
community
provided for volunteer work. Interns have been able to
making the
find work in their home region in their chosen sector
area a
following the EITE experience; local volunteers have
better
been able to acquire and apply new skills whilst meeting
place to
like-minded people.
work, live
and visit
Have
benefited
local
economies
and local
businesses
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Yes Visitor numbers have increased for a number of
museums, local businesses have been involved in events
set up by the EITE and via partner museums resulting
from the support of the EITE. The Swan Hotel & Spa in
Lavenham is evidence of business benefit based on the
increased marketing and publicity provided by the EITE;
it is assumed the Airmen’s Bar Signatures Project has and
will attract custom as will the distribution of 25,000
Heritage Guides featuring The Swan. As Jane from the
Swan remarked, “local businesses will definitely have
benefited from our [The Swan and EITE] work”.
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No
tar
get

7.0

What has the EITE done well?

The EITE project has achieved a phenomenal amount within a 3-year period, with
so much ‘done well’. The evaluation of the EITE project has proven it to be a
well-managed and successful project, meeting and fulfilling the project aims and
needs of its many stakeholders.
It is believed a number of factors have
underpinned both the project management and project success, however, it must
be noted that these factors are part of a project initiative which has worked
because of so many aspects and elements.
7.1 The Vision: A clearly documented and communicated vision has been
projected across the project and beyond, embedded into everyone, and
everything produced and delivered by the EITE.
7.2 Facilitating People Networks: The creation of both formal and informal
people networks between the many project stakeholders via both virtual
network approaches and physical networking opportunities. These have been
crucial in enabling the delivery of so many events and activities by such a
small project team and with limited funding. This is also considered a
fundamental component of the future sustainability of the EITE legacy.
7.3 The Project Manager: The Project Manager has carried the project tirelessly
throughout his 3-year role, imparting his passion, enthusiasm and belief in
the project. His resourcefulness, collaborative leadership style and peopleorientated and personable nature have all contributed to the mainly smooth
sailing of the EITE project. Throughout the evaluation and project, his work,
energy and commitment has been applauded. An effective Project Manager is
critical to the success of any project.
7.4 Changing planned deliverables: Recognising when things are not working
well or will impact negatively on the project is critical in meeting budget and
schedule objectives, as well as maintaining the credibility of the project.
The project team identified a number of planned deliverables that were
considered to compromise successful project delivery; this enabled the
project to redirect valuable funds to alternative options, which added more
value to the project. To continue down a path just because it is in the plan is
not beneficial to the project if the path is going to limit the project.
Recognising limitations (as well as alternative solutions which can add more
value) is critical in the successful delivery of the project.
7.5 Hub Model: The region covered by the project, with a core team of 4 most of
the time, is extensive covering 6 counties.
The hub-model has been
instrumental in breaking the project into a more manageable structure. This
model has also enabled a prototyping-based approach, providing opportunity
for learning and improvement at each hub implementation and throughout
the project.
7.6 Senior Executive Support: A committed and active steering group supported
the project in staying true to its vision and delivering a successful project.
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The support of an executive board is key in supporting the delivery of a
successful project.
7.7 The Project Sponsor: A proactive, involved and supportive Project Sponsor is
critical in moving the project forward to achieve all the project set out to
achieve. The Project Sponsor was instrumental in initiating and developing
the EITE project ideas and concept and his continued role throughout is seen
as key in the success of the project.
7.8 Online presence: The EITE online strategy has been pivotal in the success of
the project, utilising social media and tapping into the online communities to
expose the EITE project to a wider audience. The website, and social media,
has supported the project in building a network of project supporters, in
marketing and advertising the project and associated events, in co-ordinating
the project across an extensive region and providing a repository of
information for future sustainability. Getting this right is key in driving the
project forward.
7.9 Resourcefulness: Adopting a resourceful approach supports projects with
limited funds and resourcing. Match funding, the inclusion of students in
projects such as the interpretation boards and logo competition, the sharing
of events, the forming of working relationships, the development of in-house
skills to eliminate outsourcing costs, have enabled the delivery of an
extremely ambitious project within a limited budget.
7.10 Project Team: The recruitment of team members who share the values and
passion of the project is essential. The recruitment of the team has been
done well, with individuals selected based on their experience and skills, but
also based on their perceived personality, passion and drive.
7.11 Graduates and Students: It is believed the involvement of Universities and
educational institutions has tapped into a pool of refreshing creativity and
ideas, of hard working individuals who are grateful of the real-life
experiences gained from the EITE project. The quality of work has been
exceptional and extremely professional and has added real value to the
project’s story and legacy.
7.12 Relationship Management The building of relationships throughout the
project has been key in understanding and utilising available resources but
also in the development of the museums and various programmes. Within
each hub, the development of relationships with the museums was a critical
factor in co-ordinating the activities and events to ensure a successful EITE
programme within the region. The Project Manager has developed strong
relationships within all hub areas including the lesser-known regions. It is
believed this has been achieved by providing support, guidance and
inspiration to the museums, highlighting to them how important they are in
preserving and sustaining the EITE legacy.
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7.13 Engaging People: The varied, fresh and many ways the EITE has portrayed
the history of the EITE has been considered a key success feature of the
project when considering how many people have been engaged
(approximately 16,000).
The theatre production and heritage walks
(alongside the many other events) appear to have been highlights for many
people involved and exposed to the project. Exploring different approaches
to history presentation and trying new and fresh ideas to engage wider
audiences appears to be fundamental in achieving engagement of a wider
more diverse group of people, people who were not necessarily interested in
the history beforehand.
These are considered the critical success factors of the EITE project and it is
believed without these project delivery would be compromised.
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8.0

What could have been done better?

Although the project has proven to be a successful project both in terms of project
management and project outcome success with many targets surpassed, these
areas are considered important factors to consider in any future heritage-based
projects:
8.1 Stakeholder expectation management – the evaluation has identified a
number of instances where the expectation of stakeholders has been
compromised due to a lack of understanding and misinterpretation of EITE
plans and strategies. For example, the misunderstanding of one museum
feeling excluded. They were originally heavily involved in project start-up
and the initial hub rollout, however, as planned, the EITE’s involvement and
time lessened and moved to subsequent hubs. Clear communication of this
strategy (via the website, the newsletter, discussions and email) would have
better managed their expectations.
8.2 Resourcing – adequate resourcing is essential in any project and was critical
in the EITE project due to the vast geographical region the project covered,
the hub model and relationship management requirement supporting each
hub, the leanness of the project team, and the requirement to deliver so
many events and activities to such a wide audience.
Resourcing was not considered adequate and this was partly due to the
territory expansion from the Norfolk and Suffolk region to the East (extended
in order to fulfill HLF requirements). This change was not reflected in the bid
request where the resourcing requirement and travel costs remained the
same, causing a significant increase in workload for the team and restricting
some activities. Further support was required to reflect bid response changes
and is a key planning consideration within the bid stage.
The team have done a phenomenal job when considering the number of
events delivered, the number of museums supported, the number of people
involved and engaged, across such a wide and varied region, however, further
resource may have enabled even greater achievements and a firmer
foundation from which this legacy can be preserved.
In addition, other resource considerations in the early planning stages are
considered necessary including the building in of recruitment time. For
example, the EITE project took 2 months to recruit the right Project Manager,
time that was not factored into the project.
Project management is an administrational intensive process and requires
input into a number of time-intensive and necessary ‘form-filling’ based
activities. The Project Manager’s role is to oversee and manage this area of
work, however, the execution of this area is a project administrator-based
role. This is an essential role for any project team ensuring the Project
Manager is able to perform their management role as effectively as possible.
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8.3 Partner Network – the partner model has been an enabler for a new and
small organisation to secure an HLF bid and has provided invaluable support
throughout the project in achieving the success it has; however,
representation for all areas of specialism and for the geographical regions of
the project is necessary to ensure a full and comprehensive support
infrastructure is in place to guide, advise, resource and sustain the project
team.
8.4 Project Objectives – the objectives of the project were not obvious and
clearly documented within the project documentation, as noted during the
evaluation.
The information and components were there however an
exercise was necessary to rationalise the information into a set of objectives
for evaluation.
Generally, it is recommended a set of objectives are documented and
distributed to the team and used by the Project Manager to guide and direct
a project, as well as monitor and control the project throughout it’s life. In
order to do this effectively, SMART4 objectives are recommended providing
meaningful measures and success criteria to indicate whether an objective is
met or not. This also makes any project evaluation more efficient and
effective.
It is recommended an early evaluation of objectives and measurement
approach would be prudent to ensure the monitoring and control processes
are in place to support the understanding and evaluation of the project.
8.5 Feedback, monitoring and evaluation – to support the measurement and
monitoring of objectives, systems are required to capture the information
and data necessary. The EITE project had plans and feedback mechanisms in
place for a number of activities (observation at events, post training
feedback forms, theatre feedback forms for 2 theatre productions,
photographic evidence) however not all planned feedback activities were
executed which compromised the evaluation in understanding numerous
audiences (specifically the general public). In addition, feedback forms from
the museum development training were not returned in time for evaluation
however these are available via SHARE East. Analysis and evaluation was still
possible via the museum survey.
Capturing this data also provides the project with valuable feedback from
which to develop and learn from stakeholders to make future improvements.
8.6 Target Audience – attracting a younger audience (16 to 34) was an objective
of this heritage project. The website indicated success at reaching this age
range with the highest user usage falling within this age range. However a
number of activities appeared to attract an audience falling within an older
age bracket e.g. archaeology training sessions. The demographics at many
4 Acronym for objectives: S=succinct M=measurable A=achievable R=realistic T=timely
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events was difficult to quantify however it was noted during evaluation that
other activities relating to the targeted 16 to 34 age range may be of benefit
in the future. For example, incorporating a sporting dimension to events e.g.
an airfield run or history run, as carried out by the National Trust.
This was also noted in relation to the volunteer-base where there is a
noticeable draw of older volunteers (often retired). Volunteer posts may
attract a younger person if the roles and work encompassed the involvement
of both adults and children; this would possibly enable and attract more
families to volunteer within their community.
8.7 Social Media and Online – Based on the number of museums not on social
media and the highly positive feedback of museums who did use social media,
it was thought the provision of training on social media would add value to
the project in strengthening the project network, increasing the reach to a
wider audience and subsequently increase awareness of the history and
project.
A brief evaluation was conducted on participating organisation websites to
determine whether or not they provided a hot link to the EITE website. The
evaluation found the majority of sites did not link to the EITE Project
website. This is considered a great opportunity to extend the reach and
exposure of the project including future exposure following project closure.
From an EITE website perspective incorporating links to participating
organisations, some links are in place via events or activity pages, however, a
‘partner and participating organisation’ page may have been beneficial in
further strengthening the network established and promoting other websites.
Note: Links to the museums from the EITE website will be in place via the
interactive Heritage Guide when the project closes.
8.8 Evaluation timing – It is proposed a number of areas of the evaluation can
not be conducted as the project is still in operation with a number of outputs
recently delivered. These cannot be fully evaluated e.g. the benefits and
success of the interpretation panels and loan panels.
In addition, one of the main project aims is to sustain the legacy of the EITE.
There is no clear target of when to measure sustainability however this will
require further evaluation later in time.
8.9 Post Project Management – the realisation of project benefits often occurs
following completion of the project, at which point, the project has often
disbanded with no allocated resource. This presents a management issue in
that the project work has been completed but further work is required to
ensure the deliverables are providing the benefits the project set out to
achieve; for example, monitoring the uptake of the learning packs and their
impact within schools and, if issues are identified, encouraging the museums
to promote and interact with schools.
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This is an operational stage not often factored into projects but which is key
in ensuring the deliverables are embedded within the environment in order to
fully realise the intended (and other potential) benefits.
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9.0

Evaluation Summary

A key question and driver of HLF projects is perhaps the most poignant question to
ask when reflecting overall on the outcomes of the EITE project, this being, “Has
the project made a difference?”
Based on the evaluation evidence the answer is a categorical and resounding ‘yes’.
The project appears to have made an extremely positive difference to the East and
to the story of the 8USAAF. As to the level of difference made, this is difficult to
quantify, as the extent of difference required has not been specified. However,
based on the positive stories and feedback received throughout both the project
and evaluation process, one cannot argue a difference has not been made.
Additionally, it is not easy to define the point at which time a difference has been
made; the difference may occur 5-years in time when children exposed to the
online resource materials decide to study heritage at University; or in 20-years
time when grandparents take their grandchildren on a heritage walk they
experienced during the EITE project, sharing their memories and the airfield
history as they go. Sustaining the legacy of the EITE is a major focus of the project
and one that is difficult to measure at this time.
The project has delivered to budget and on time, the project appears to have
practiced effective project management ensuring a well-coordinated project. The
objectives of the project have been met; the high majority of project stakeholders
are satisfied, indeed more than satisfied; and most importantly, the legacy of the
EITE has been reenergised and an infrastructure implemented to continue this
important historical event for the future generation and beyond. The important
task now is to ensure the work carried out so far is continued and the legacy
strengthened.
It is now up to the organisations, groups, individuals who have participated in the
EITE, the museums, volunteers, heritage organisations, schools, universities, the
enthusiasts, the members of the public who are aware of the EITE, businesses and
local communities, to take the ideas, skills, initiatives, outputs and knowledge
forward into the future and continue the work introduced by the EITE project.
After the enthusiasm, passion, hard work and energy injected into this project by
the EITE project team (including partners, museums volunteers), as well as the
enormity and significance of the EITE’s history, the EITE project’s legacy must
continue.
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Appendix 1 Evaluation Model Objectives and Benefits
No Evaluation Model Objective (EMO)

Benefits

1

Develop a project website and social media-based
network by March 2014 to support the project in:
•
Communication (findings, events & activities)
•
Marketing (events & activities and project in
general)
•
Event co-ordination (providing detail on where,
what to do and expect, timings)
•
Distribution of knowledge (based on findings of
the project)

Raise EITE awareness
Co-ordinate and promote events across region
Legacy of project in place after project completion
Share knowledge gained from project

2

Support the development of capacity and skills within
local museums and organisations to enhance their
heritage programme delivery and encourage an
increase in visitors including:
•
Programme of training, development and skills
sharing for staff and volunteers to assist with
signage and ad-hoc improvements and to assist
with programme initiative development
•
Assist with co-ordination and marketing of events
programme
•
Provision of IT capability via different technology
approaches to present history

• Interns learn work place skills in heritage interpretation
and presentation and increase employability
• Partners will benefit from academic and writing skills of
interns
• Greater awareness of size/detail of airfield
• Demonstrate what found
• Improved experience of visitor
• Understand organisations strengths and weaknesses
• Enhance volunteer/intern experience for individual self
respect and employability
• Volunteers gain practical skills
• Greater support between volunteer and staff (more
sustainable museums)
• Empowering participants in running informal family events
• Greater capacity for museum to run family events
• Families benefit from more structured events
• Better quality events and museum for visitors

3

Based on a 5-hub model across the region, design and
deliver a programme of OH testimony gathering and
archaeological recording and survey work at EITEconnected sites to each of the hubs. The programme
design will contribute to public knowledge (including
records), as well as providing substantial
opportunities for involvement and participation of the
public, volunteers and local community to ingrain the
legacy of the EITE further into the history of this
region.
Notes: Includes sub-objectives of recruit and training
for archaeology and OH for measurement.

Learning about physical effects on landscape of 8USAAF
arrival and the nature and characteristics of the sites
To capture social memories and use these to enhance
activities
Opportunity for interviewee to tell their story
For trainees/volunteers to understand importance of
copying, downloading, paperwork and indexing
Wellbeing, social & community
Acquisition and exercising of skills
Sharing the project findings with a wide audience to support
the legacy of this history

4

To interpret and represent the EITE heritage (and
project findings) to reach as varied an audience as
possible through a wide and extensive range of events
including:
•
Theatre production
•
Exhibitions
•
Aviation Conference & Festival
•
Design, produce and deliver a touring exhibition
across the region based on the EITE project
findings.
•
Create and install 10 interpretation panels/
plaques, and provide podcast download
functionality, where there is minimal
interpretation to tell the story of the EITE.
•
Heritage walks
•
Karl Giles Exhibition
•
Promotional Events

Theatre: Enjoyable family show (12+) that also challenges
people and explores the issues of the project; unique
experience to see show on site of special interest with wrap
around of appropriate content e.g. exhibition
Conference: demonstrate what found; promote outcome of
project & methodology
Exhibition – extending the scope of audience reach and
accessibility via different venues; development of exhibitions
and the enhancement of skills in host museum/venue; attract
further volunteers
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No Evaluation Model Objective (EMO)

Benefits

5

Raising awareness of size/detail of local airfield and
relationship to area; demonstrating what discovered;
encourage families to bond and learn more about EITE in an
informal way & give family visit an extra dimension; base for
actively recruiting volunteers for future children’s sessions;
12-18 year olds learning film making skills and about EITE;
increased learning/participation with EITE heritage in region
schools; increased resource access for teachers for focus on
1930/WW2; museums/orgs develop confidence to run selflead school events contributing to project legacy; museum/
org benefit from increased interest in their subject by a new
generation; USAF benefit from increased contact with local
community.

Develop and deliver a programme of learning (formal
and informal) within each hub and across the region
•
exploring and presenting EITE project findings,
to increase learning and participation with the
8USAAF
•
develop learning packs and materials in
collaboration with schools and museums to
increase resource access for schools
Note:
An outreach session is where museums/EITE go into
schools to run sessions about local history, which is
often combined with running an exhibition and school
visiting museum.

6

To establish a project infrastructure to support the
successful delivery (to meet the objectives of the
project) of the EITE project including:
•
Develop and establish a wide partnership of
organisations in the East of England
•
Set up a project board via formal partnerships
(of participating organisations) to ensure the
project stays true to its mission, is running
smoothly and delivers on its outcomes.
•
Resource the project with the following key
personnel:
o Project Manager
o Community Archaeologist
o Learning Officer
o 9 x Graduate Interns (to learn workplace
heritage skills and assist in project delivery)

Interns will learn work place skills in heritage interpretation
and presentation
Partners will benefit from academic and writing skills of
interns
Successfully deliver region-wide programme
Project stays true to its mission and is successful

7

To deliver the EITE project within budget and on
schedule

No further funding required; as much value gained from
funding as possible; delivery of all proposed events and
activities for fulfillment of the project outcomes and HLF
requirements; project management success.

8

HLF look to the EITE project to:
•
Make a difference for heritage and people
(including local audiences, young people and
national tourists) ensuring a wide range of
people have engaged in and learnt about
heritage, have developed skills and volunteered
time, have enhanced their well being
•
Have impacted on the local community making
the area a better place to work, live and visit
•
Have benefited local economies and local
businesses

This is an objective borne from the HLF evaluation guide,
which defines these aspects as key to HLF funded projects.
These have been included in the evaluation but are not
directly stated in the aims, objectives or approved purposes
with perhaps exception of AP11. Could include case study of
The Swan and Airmen’s bar supporting local businesses/local
community.
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Appendix 2 Halesworth Gazette Review
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Appendix 3

Senior Executive Organisation Chart

!
Steering Group:
•Chaired by the Project Sponsor (advocate of project, project viability checker and
ensure benefits achieved)
•Steers project through business environment
•Plan and change authorization
•Overall guidance ensuring kept within specified constraints
•Stage sign off
•Ensures required resources committed
•Conflict arbitrator
•Supports sponsor in benefit realisation
•Ensures Project governance in place and complied to
Project Board
A project board's role is as follows:
•Ensure the business case is robust
•Strategic alignment of the project
•Conduct benefit delivery realisation
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